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22. The Specificational Character of Linguistic Information 

Linguistic information persists in the environment on the long, slow timescales of culture. 

Information in the Gibsonian perspective serves to regulate behaviour and, potentially, to 

change the animal’s relationship to its environment. Moreover, information is a resource that 

must specify other environmental resources, as Reed (1996a: 48) points out, without being the 

same as those other resources. How does this apply to languaging behaviour? In Gibson’s 

theory, information in the environment exists in structured ambient energy fields. The task of 

the animal is to locate the structure in such fields (Reed 1996a: 48). Information is 

specificational in Gibson’s theory – it functions to specify particular environmental 

affordances. Structured ambient energy field remain invariant under certain transformations 

caused by the animal. Such invariants serve to specify persisting environmental resources. 

Information in a structured ambient energy field is a complex structuring of contrasts or 

differentiations caused by the ways in which an environmental event (e.g. a slamming door or 

a person’s vocal tract activity) causes the acoustic or other medium to be restructured such 

that perceivers can become coupled to the source of the disturbance of the array, i.e. the 

environmental event. 

Languaging behaviour, I suggest, makes available to both the self and others just such 

structured ambient energy fields. The detection of invariants in this field includes the 

phonologically salient contrasts created by organ-specific vocal tract gestures (Section 15). 

Linguistic information as discussed above specifies something about the relevant environment 

in which it is uttered. Information of this kind remains invariant irrespective of what 

particular individuals do.  This is what Gibson (1986 [1979]) called exterospecific 

information. Gibson distinguishes this kind of information from propriospecific information, 

which depends upon what the organism is doing now. The latter specifies how the animal is 

engaging with its environment. Both kinds of information are simultaneously available in the 

structured ambient energy fields generated by languaging behaviour. Exterospecific linguistic 

information includes the information generated by predicational relations in language. It is 
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information about the environment. Propriospecific information includes information 

generated by the bodily dynamics of languaging behaviour. It is information about how the 

animal’s own activity regulates its behaviour in the environment. In principle, the former can 

be used independently of any action on the environment.  

By the same token, propriospecific information can be used independently of knowledge 

obtained from the first kind of information (Reed 1996a: 49). Thus, languaging agents can 

deploy propriospecific information to orient to and explore a structured ambient energy field 

caused by someone’s vocal tract activity without knowing the informational content in the 

first sense. They can apply their sensorimotor knowledge (Noë (2004: 9; Section 13) before 

necessarily being able to activate a content. Persons can regulate their own perceptual 

exploration of such structured ambient arrays by regulating their own orienting to, attending 

to, and engaging with the array on the basis of propriospecific information about their own 

languaging behaviour – both uttering/articulating and responding. Persons monitor their own 

and others’ bodily dynamics in ways that enable them to adjust to, calibrate with, and 

anticipate the perceptual exploration of the many fine-grained discrimination that enable them 

to regulate their own languaging behaviour. 

This view differs from the standard one. According to the standard view, language is stratified 

into different levels of expression and content. Expression is the vehicle for the encoding, 

transmission, and decoding of content by sender and receiver, respectively. In this view, 

language gets separated both from persons and from the environment, as in Halliday’s 

‘interface’ view of the relationship between the content stratum of language (semantics and 

lexicogrammar) and the ecosocial environment (Section 7). On the other hand, when we see 

that utterance-activity carries the two kinds of information identified by Gibson, we have a 

principled way of showing how information in this dual sense unifies organism and 

environment. This is so because the simultaneous presence and pick up of the two kinds of 

information in languaging behaviour is grounded in active, embodied agents engaging with 

their worlds through their language behaviour rather than formal realizations of a linguistic 

computational system in which different levels of formal linguistic organization provide the 

coded inputs and outputs to each other. The latter kind of theory has no place for the fact that 

languaging agents are aware of their own activity insofar as propriospecific information is 

available and can be detected by them (Reed 1996a: 58) as an essential aspect of languaging 

behaviour that requires explanation. Halliday’s account is a variant on the standard account 

that divides semiotic processes into three kinds: input (experience of the ecosocial 

environment), output (bodily activity, e.g. articulation), and higher-order integration of the 

two (phonology and lexicogrammar as mediators and organizers of input and output).  

The current approach, on the other hand, emphasises real, living languaging behaviour of 

persons and how they actively explore and pick up and/or make information available and 

how they use that information to regulate their own and others’ behaviour and awareness. 

This stems from the fundamental insight that action and perception are not separate, but are 

two aspects of the same active process of exploring the world. Instead of sensory inputs from 

the ecosocial world that are then reconstructed by the brain as meaningful semantic 
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information by a coding/realizatory process across formal levels of input/output, the 

ecological view sees languaging activity as a process of active exploration and detection of 

information that is made available in structured ambient energy fields. The task of languaging 

agents is to find ways of both making it available and detecting it. The task of doing so is a 

form of exploratory activity as agents apply what Noë called “sensorimotor knowledge” 

(2004: 9) in order to mediate the transitions between invariants in the processes of 

linguistically catalyzing their worlds. 

Vocal tract behaviour of persons causes and makes available to self and to others structured 

ambient energy fields. These afford possibilities of information exploration and pick up. The 

affordances of such events constitute a complex network of interactive possibilities along 

many dimensions of contrast that are potentially available to perceivers in the structured 

ambient energy fields made available in the environment by languaging behaviour. These 

many and overlapping possibilities are accessible in the first instance through the application 

of sensorimotor knowledge and skills. The various interactive potentialities of the given 

utterance are therefore potentially available and accessible through the exploration of the 

multiple dimensions of contrasts both typological-categorial and topological-continuous. For 

example, one can attend to organic-specific segments while also attending to the intensity of 

the speaker’s vocal activity. Moreover, the interactive potentialities will persist over the time 

frame of the utterance (Section 15). 

23. Interactivity, Learning, and Languaging 

The state space of vocal tract gestures is not a pre-constituted knowledge or system of 

possibilities that speakers realise, but a virtual learning space in relation to which one 

composes “the singular points of one’s own body” in conformity to this problem space. 

Deleuze expands on this point with respect to his concept of the Idea, as follows: 

In fact, the Idea is not the element of knowledge but that of an infinite “learning”, which 

is of a different nature to knowledge.  For learning evolves entirely in the 

comprehension of problems as such, in the apprehension and condensation of 

singularities and in the composition of ideal events and bodies. Learning to swim or 

learning a foreign language means composing the singular points of one’s own body or 

one’s own language with those of another shape or element, which tears us apart but 

also propels us into a hitherto unknown and unheard-of world of problems. To what are 

we dedicated if not to those problems which demand the very transformation of our 

body and our language? In short, representation and knowledge are modelled entirely 

upon propositions of consciousness which designate cases of solutions, but those 

propositions by themselves give a completely inaccurate notion of the instance which 

engenders them as cases, and which they resolve or conclude. By contrast, the Idea and 

“learning” express that extra-propositional or sub-representational problematic instance: 

the presentation of the unconscious, not the representation of consciousness. 

(Deleuze 2004 [1968]: 241) 
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The state space of vocal tract gestures is a state space of virtual problems that is not opposed 

to the real, but to the actual (Deleuze 2004 [1968]: 263). Deleuze remarks: “The only danger 

in all this is that the virtual could be confused with the possible. The possible is opposed to 

the real, the process undergone by the possible is therefore a “realisation”. By contrast, the 

virtual is not opposed to the real; it possesses a full reality in itself. The process it undergoes 

is that of actualisation.” (Deleuze 2004 [1968]: 263).  s discussed in Sections 8 and 26, the 

productive differentiations that are articulated in vocal tract gestural behaviour are not the 

realisation of a prior set of possibilities, but the actualization of individuated solutions to the 

virtual problem spaces constituted by language. Interactive differentiations just are such 

actualized solutions (Sections 5, 8, 17, 21, and 26). 

Humans learn best in situations that promote rich, culturally saturated interactivity when they 

engage with and manipulate external artefacts to solve learning tasks and cognitive problems 

in often complex environments such as aircraft cockpits (Hutchins 1995b), interpreting fMRI 

brain scans by brain scientists (Alač and Hutchins 2004), and medical simulations involving 

senior doctors and trainee doctors (Steffensen, Thibault, and Cowley 2010; see also (Hutchins 

1995a, 2010; Clark 1997, 2008; Kirsch 1995a, 1995b). Interactivity and the forms of coupling 

of agents to their environments that it enables is not reducible to low-level perceptual-motor 

skills, but is central to higher-order cognitive operations in complex environments requiring 

expert knowledge. Moreover, a long tradition of work in experimental psychology (Koffka 

1910, 1935; Luchins 1942; Vallée-Tourangeau et al 2011) shows that what Koffka (1910) 

identified as latente Einstellung (‘latent attitude’), or experience-based predispositions to 

learning, can influence learning negatively and therefore can guide learning in inefficient 

ways that delay or frustrate desired outcomes (Kirsch 1995a; Vallée-Tourangeau et al 2011). 

Building on Koffka’s insight, the experimental works of Luchins (1942) and Vallée-

Tourangeau et al (2011 indicate the potential of interactivity to diminish negative 

predispositions towards learning. Unlike learning based on text-based models or mental 

simulation inside the individual’s head, a rich, dynamical multimodal environment consisting 

of manipulable artefacts affords a changing array of affordances and possibilities of 

perception and action. These affordances and possibilities attract and shape attention and 

action. In doing so, they constrain action, knowledge and cognition in ways that seem more 

likely to promote positive learning experiences and outcomes. Interactivity with persons, 

artefacts, tools, and technologies in the physical and cultural environment enables learners to 

segment and identify the features of that environment so that they develop more effective 

learning strategies. Interactivity through visual scanning, haptic manipulation and exploration, 

sound, and movement enables learners to manipulate and re-organize the physical aspects of 

the learning task such that active exploration and manipulation of physical artefacts gives rise 

to new perceptions and new differentiations. In turn, these can transform the learning task. 

These findings have important implications for the virtual forms of interactivity made 

possible by languaging. Generally speaking, languaging agents use the action-perception 

possibilities of their bodies to interact with aspects of their environments in ways that 

augment and enhance differentiation and therefore learning and cognition. Interacting with the 
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virtual environment constituted by second-order cultural patterns is an extension of this basic 

fact of human cognition. First-order interactivity is based on the exploration and detection of 

visual, spatial, kinesic, tactile, and other modes of action-perception. First-order languaging 

provides a rich, dynamic multimodal environment that both extends participants’ grounding 

in the familiar physical world and makes available new kinds of manipulable perceptual input 

grounded in virtual worlds. Interactivity takes place in a richly multimodal interactive 

environment. This environment draws persons’ attention to the features of problems that may 

help them to adopt more effective learning strategies. First-order interactivity enables agents 

to manipulate and restructure the nature of cognitive tasks. The cognitive task becomes a 

changing, dynamical multimodal configuration that reveals new affordances during the 

agent’s time-bound interactions with the task. 

The cognitive environment and thus the appeal of this kind of richly multimodal environment 

to many people, I hypothesise, is ‘richer’ and more ‘intuitive’ than text-based technologies 

and practices because it affords the manipulation and reshaping of the cognitive task through 

very natural, intuitive activities of our bodies such as touching, moving, pointing, visual 

scanning, talking, and auditory prompts and cues of various kinds (Hutchins (1995a, 1995b, 

2010; Kirsch 1995a, 1995b; Clark 1997, 2008; Wilson and Clark 2009; Vallée-Tourangeau 

2011). In other words, languaging is grounded in and extends the natural interactivity of 

human bodies. Multimodal action-perception cycles and their integration though interactivity 

mean that socially coordinated languaging can transform the presentation and representation 

of the on-line learning task in ways that regulate and shape learners’ attention, perception, and 

cognition. These processes are based on interactive differentiation rather than the encoding of 

transduced inputs. Differentiation arises as a result of active exploration; differentiations are 

not givens and forms of interactivity that are adequate to the task of yielding such 

differentiations must be devised. Rather than the r\epresentation of an already settled reality 

by discursive modeling, interactivity couples persons to matter-energy flows and material 

practices so as to influence and guide them as well as to discover new things about them. This 

avoids the conservative essentialism whereby discourse-analytical approaches, for example, 

reduce everything to man-made categories of mind. The far more unruly material reality on 

diverse scales and their histories cannot be settled in this way. Interactivity is more concerned 

with intervening experimentally in the material world and seeing how it responds rather than 

the discursive modeling of realities already assumed to be settled in advance by the linguistic 

and other formalisms of the human mind and their conventions. 

24. The Feel of Languaging Events: Value-weighted Dynamics 

As we saw in Section 9, languaging agents exploit timing to register the value-weighted 

significance of visible, audible and sensible patterns in pico-scale events. They register in 

core consciousness the differentiated feel of such events and, drawing on a history of their 

participation in language practices, they produce a response based on a sense of felt agency in 

relation to the resulting ‘feeling of knowing’ (Damasio 2010: 209). That is, agents perceive 

that a given behaviour and its dynamical properties have an evaluative significance that has 

the functional capacity to influence the behaviour of self and others. How this influence 
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works depends on both the physical properties of the vocalization or other gesture and the 

perspectives on it that are adopted by speakers, listeners, and observers of such events in the 

dialogical array. Values in turn may be associated with particular sets of circumstances in the 

life of the individuals concerned. Far from being arbitrary, the acoustic and other dynamical 

properties of vocalizations are structured in ways that orient the attention, arousal, and 

motivation of listener-observers owing to the direct links between the auditory periphery and 

brain stem regions regulating whole-body arousal, feeling states, and action (Section 4). The 

dynamical bio-physical properties of vocalizations elicit immediate, whole-body responses on 

many different scales of organismic organization which are functional in responding to and 

managing different types of situations.  

Prosody can be affectively and intentionally modulated to these ends. The question arises as 

to how prosody and responses to particular dynamical (acoustical and other) properties of 

different kinds of prosody in vocalizations can provide critical scaffolding for learning about 

different kinds of situations. This is so because the links of the auditory periphery to 

brainstem regions having to do with affect, arousal, and motivation also link directly to the 

amygdala and hippocampus (LeDoux 1996, 2000). Hence, different bio-physical properties of 

vocalizations may help infants to learn about particular kinds of situations and to remember 

the details of the action scripts that are called forth by these situations. The bio-physical 

properties of vocal events act directly on the neural-hormonal, perceptual, affective, and 

learning systems of listener-observers in ways that enhance adaptive, flexible behaviour and 

its development. The expressive bodily dynamics of languaging agents do not so much 

express or reveal the inner feelings of agents; instead, the dynamical properties of vocal, 

facial and other bodily expression have the capacity to induce feelings in self and others 

(Laird 2007).  

Laird (2007: 13) uses the example of a smile to show this: a feeling of happiness is not 

directly caused by the smile, “but [is] rather a product of the relationship between the smile 

and the context in which it occurs.” (Laird 2007: 13). The feeling of happiness is therefore an 

evaluator of the situation in core consciousness. The smile is part of a socially displayed 

emotion script that serves to co-regulate agents’ relationships to aspects of their worlds that 

are made salient by the relationship between the feeling in core consciousness, the smile, and 

the situation. The smile is part of the coordinated dynamics of inter-individual interaction 

behaviour; it enables persons to see aspects of situations in value-weighted ways according to 

the perspectives that are triggered when the protoself in core consciousness is perturbed by 

the coordinated dynamics of such behaviour (Section 11). Languaging dynamics accordingly 

partition the world in ways that pave for way for the emergence of compressed possibility 

spaces, i.e. digital semantics, in symbolic neural space.  

People make us of the dynamics of vocal, gestural and other forms of bodily expression or 

first-order languaging behaviour to coordinate perspectives and to move people – affectively, 

cognitively, and interactively -- in ways that are increasingly decoupled from on-line 

perception (Deacon 1996). Individuals respond to these dynamical properties of such events. 

In learning to do so, they engage in meta-linguistic practices that draw attention to aspects of 
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the dynamics, i.e. wordings, (Cowley 2008: 339) and how these are or may be integrated with 

a cultural universe of virtual entities that are evoked by lexicogrammar qua second-order 

cultural patterns (Thibault 2011) and which afford ‘mental time travel’ (Corballis 2011: 100-

111). These practices put the emphasis on the primacy of interactional history and also on 

how the relevant brain structures evolved as adaptations for coordinated, inter-individual first-

order languaging, rather than on abstract, disembodied systems that are said to process 

linguistic forms in the brain/mind or in text/discourse, as in mainstream formal, functionalist, 

and cognitive accounts of language. The question then becomes: how do individuals integrate 

wordings with bodily dynamics? In first-order languaging events, individuals attend to how 

aspects of the dynamics can be integrated to locally salient cultural meanings and values. The 

dynamics modulate wordings and bind them together into locally coherent units of embodied 

sense-making at the same time that the dynamics are constrained by wordings.  

Dynamics have intrinsically unstable properties that set “the brain onto an itinerant trajectory, 

that is, a pathway through a chain of preferred states, which are learned basins of attraction.” 

(Freeman 2000: 121). The hearing of wordings in the dynamics constitutes a local, 

momentary capture of aspects of the dynamics by a basin of attraction, thus providing an 

awareness of semantic closure. Our experience of the dynamics of languaging behaviour is a 

consequence of our time-bound exploration of the sensorimotor contingencies of the 

dynamical properties of utterances and of our assimilation of these properties to basins of 

attraction that enable us to experience wordings. Wordings qua lexicogrammatical forms 

cannot be directly ‘decoded’ from they dynamics; they were never ‘encoded’ into them in the 

first place. Freeman (2000: 120) shows how the brain learns about environmental events by 

organizing the dynamical properties of the brain and the body in ways that make them similar 

to the event that is encountered (Sections 14, 21).  

As Gibson (1986 [1979]), Reed (1996a, 1996b), Hodges (2007), and other ecological 

psychologists have shown, persons actively explore environmental events and in the process 

of exploring them, they can change their perceptions of them.  This does not mean that the 

event imprints its own features on the brain. We experience words in dynamical speech events 

not as features that are encoded in these events and which then impress themselves upon our 

bodies and brains in a passive decoding process. Instead, through repeated, habitual yet active 

participation in action-perception cycles, our perception of events is educated such that the 

sensory receptors are positioned though efference and the sensory cortices through 

preafference (Freeman 2000: 121). In other words, we learn actively to attend to such events 

and their dynamical properties so as to achieve an “optimal assimilation of the self to the 

object.” (Freeman 2000: 121). In this explanation, there is no requirement that neurons 

decipher and decode perceived events. Davia comments on the alternative suggestion as 

follows: 

It suggests instead that the significance of a given neural event is that it occurs at a 

certain place and at a certain time within an overall context of neural events taking place 

in space and time. It is the direct correspondence between the relative position and 

timing of events in the perceptual field and the brain that is of primary importance. 
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Indeed, there is a direct topological mapping between the retina and the V1 layer in the 

visual cortex. What this means is that a triangle in the visual field, for example, 

translates to a triangle of neural excitability and/or suppression in the V1 layer. The 

relative spatial and temporal relationships implicit in the triangle are preserved in terms 

of how the medium is structured. 

(Davia 2006: 278) 

and 

Because the suggested mechanism of brain processing is the soliton (or travelling 

wave), the relationship between soliton formation and the structure (invariance or 

symmetry) of the environment may offer an insight into how the brain unifies aspects of 

the environmental stimulus into the familiar objects and events of perception. For an 

object or event to become an object of cognition it must embody invariance or 

symmetries, what is being called “structure”, in space and or time. If the potential object 

or event of perception embodies structure, then via the senses, that structure translates 

to excitable areas in the brain that embody invariance or symmetries in space and/or 

time. Travelling waves in the brain sustain themselves by releasing this energy, hence, 

they constitute a process of catalytic mediation. Thus, the particular solitonic or 

travelling-wave solution is dependent upon the structure (invariance, symmetry) of the 

objects or events of perception. 

(Davia 2006: 278) 

The symmetries and invariances of vocal tract gestures qua environmental events structure the 

acoustic medium; they depend upon the symmetries and invariances within the medium and 

its boundary conditions (Davia 2006: 280). As Davia argues, this gives rise to a soliton-like 

travelling wave solution to the problem of the implicit order in the event that is encountered: 

It may seem that what is proposed is that travelling waves progress through the brain in 

much the same way as they progress through an excitable medium. This is not the case. 

As was mentioned previously, we can choose to observe a soliton such that the soliton 

remains in a fixed position, maintaining its organization, while mediating a set of 

transitions. The brain is posed with a similar problem. Whatever neural activity 

corresponds to the perception of an event, it must maintain its integrity, given the set of 

transformations in space and time imposed upon the brain as a consequence of the 

transformations in space and time embodied by the stimulus. As Gibson [24] and other 

perception psychologists have emphasized, we should think of the act of perception as 

dynamic, not static. There is a constant stream of stimuli, much like the constant stream 

of water moving through the soliton in the canal, and the essential geometric and 

temporal relations are preserved as an aspect of neural activity. 

To illustrate this point, we can visualize a simplification of a “data stream” imposed 

upon the visual cortex by a triangular stimulus, schematically depicted in Figure 2. If 
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we imagine the situation of a child who is too young to recognize a triangle, the same 

set of transformations is imposed upon the visual cortex as in the case of an older child 

who is able to recognize the triangle. 

 

Figure 2: A simplified representation of the data stream in the visual cortex as a result of looking at a 

triangle 

 

Figure 3: A simplified representation of activity in the visual cortex of a child who is too young to 

recognize a triangle 

However, the energy that is released as a result of the stimulus disperses in a chaotic 

way (see Figure 3). Feedback relationships among neurons that fire as a consequence of 

stimulus may be formed momentarily among aspects of the triangle and other objects in 

the visual field. These cannot be sustained, however, because there is no ordered 

relationship among these different stimuli; there are no invariants or symmetries. They 

may be moving quite randomly with respect to one another, and so any relationships 

that may be formed quickly become unstable. However, solitons or travelling-wave 

solutions depend upon symmetries or invariance within the medium and its boundary 

conditions. It is the order that is implicit in the stimulus, the symmetries or invariance, 

that facilitates the emergence of travelling-wave solutions. 

(Davia 2006: 279-280) 

Solitons can maintain their organization while mediating a set of transitions. The two parity 

constraints identified by Fowler (2010) – i.e. (1) phonetic gestures are public events and (2) 

they persist in time (Section 15) – are important here. As we saw in Section 14, languaging 

agents manufacture a robust semantic synthesis – a stable semantic artefact – when they are 
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able to unify the spatiotemporal invariances of the soliton-like waves of languaging behaviour 

with relevant covarying aspects of situations, prior experience of and a past history of 

participating in such events, intentions, socio-cultural norms and values, and the relevant 

higher-scalar boundary conditions. Second-order cultural constructs such as lexicogrammar 

are boundary conditions in this sense. The travelling waves of languaging behaviour can thus 

maintain their organization at the same time that they mediate a set of transitions in their 

environment. Davia (2006: 281) explains that this is so because a soliton is “always 

continuous with its boundary conditions.” It is always completely integrable to and constitutes 

a solution to its boundary conditions. 

In Halliday’s (2004) account of the relationship between language and the individual person’s 

experience of the ecosocial environment (Section 7), it is somehow assumed in ways not 

made very clear that there exists a world of ecosocial experience with which the semantics of 

language ‘interfaces’ and reorganizes through lexicogrammar as the semantic categories of 

our experience. But this is a bit like putting the cart before the horse: we must first analyse the 

dynamical properties of vocal tract gestural events and the ways in which they both 

dynamically structure their environments and the awareness of languaging agents. The basic 

problem is the deeply rooted assumption that there just is a world out there that language 

interfaces with and in some way ‘represents’, ‘encodes’ or ‘transduces’ into the categories of 

language.   different theoretical solution is provided by Davia’s (2006: 281-283) distinction 

between cognition as representation and cognition as ontology. Davia explains this with the 

example of a mountain: 

… we often take for granted aspects of the world revealed to us by our minds as being 

meaningful beyond the world of perception. For example, we have no doubt that a 

mountain exists whether we are looking at it or not. Although trivially true, this basic 

assumption must be critically examined. Exactly what do we mean by the statement that 

“  mountain exists”?  lthough there is a collection of implicit invariant relationships in 

space and time in the overall arrangement of rock strata, boulders, and stones, and 

molecules, etc., there is nothing that unifies the mountain in terms of those implicit 

relations and invariances. The mountain, then, is only implicit in a set of geometric 

invariances in space and time. 

(Davia 2006: 281) 

In similar fashion, vocal tract gestures of speakers are presented to the perceptual systems of 

prospective listeners as discrete, discontinuous events. A linguistic utterance qua semantic 

synthesis (Section 14) is only implicit in such events when persons encounter them in their 

worlds. There is no pre-given linguistic object that is presented to the brain of the listener. 

The given linguistic object, following Davia, is only implicit in a discrete, non-unified set of 

statistical invariances. The vocal tract event as it occurs in its environment is a discontinuous 

set of spatiotemporal events. It is the neural activity corresponding to the active perceptual 

exploration of the sensorimotor contingencies of the event that unifies the multidimensional 

invariances of the co-articulated vocal tract event, i.e. the set of spatiotemporal symmetries 

that the event embodies implicitly (see Davia 2006: 281), into a single, unified dynamic – a 
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soliton-like travelling wave. The wave, as Davia points out, “is not a representation, but an 

ontological phenomenon.” (2006: 281). The ontology of a vocal tract event in its environment 

may include organ-specific gestural contrasts, a pattern of wordings that are perceived in 

those contrasts, rhythmic, tonal, and other properties.  

Moreover, the ontology of linguistic events may also include the implicit underlying 

representational topologies that such events can activate, the apperception of prior events with 

which similar events covaried in the person’s experience, relevant covarying aspects of 

situations and situation conventions and their associated reflexivities, cultural norms and 

values, and so on. In far more complex ways than the mountain and the triangle in Davia’s 

(2006: 2810282) examples, the behaviour of a vocal tract gestural event, its implicit 

discontinuous spatiotemporal invariances, give rise to emergent macroscopic behaviour that 

may appear to be intrinsic properties of the vocal tract event itself. However, vocal tract 

events do not constitute a continuous unified dynamic whose form and behaviour is a result of 

its own unified dynamics. Instead, our active perceptual exploration of such events gives rise 

to soliton-like travelling waves in the brain that correspond to (not represent) the event and 

which exhibit the same ontology as the event (Davia 2006: 282).  

… in this case, that ontology would be a direct result of its unified internal dynamics, a 

continuous solution to the boundary conditions imposed upon the excitable medium of 

the brain as a consequence of stimulus that embodies the ontology implicitly. Thus, 

perception makes explicit the implicit ontology of the objects and phenomena of the 

world around us. 

(Davia 2006: 282) 

When we experience a vocal tract gestural event, we don’t under normal circumstances 

perceive individual features per se, e.g. organ-specific gestures, but the dynamical relations 

among the many potential dimensions of contrast (the invariances and symmetries) in the 

event along with the fragments of other previously experienced events recalled in rich 

phonetic memory. This active, structuring process centrally includes awareness as a necessary 

component for the structuring of intelligent behaviour (Freeman 2000: 121) through the 

skilled application of sensorimotor knowledge. This is a necessary step if we are to explain 

the relationship between the phenomenological (qualitative) aspects of our conscious 

experience of languaging events and the quantitative dimension (the statistical invariances 

and symmetries) of such events. Davia’s solution is that we correlate conscious experience 

with the “dynamic and relational properties of nonlinear travelling waves” (2006: 282) as we 

engage in the active perceptual exploration of these properties. The travelling ways generated 

by languaging agents compress (see Sections 4, 6, 12, 21, 24), informationally speaking, 

potentially many dimensions of implicit order deriving from very diverse and heterogeneous 

time-scales ranging from the cultural-historical to the here-&-now (Lemke 2000b) (See also 

the discussion of fractal patterns in Section 6). 

The persistence in a population of languaging agents of the implicit order – the patterns, 

symmetries, invariances – of vocal tract and other related gestural or articulatory events are 
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the affordances that create the necessary conditions for the creation of soliton-like in the 

brains of these same agents. The robustness of the resulting semantic artefacts that are 

catalyzed during linguistic cognition between agents is a consequence of the way in which 

such artefacts and their forms of cognition make explicit the implicit order of the cultural-

cognitive environment that they mediate as part of the process of linguistic catalysis. The 

dynamics of nonlinear, soliton-like waves, e.g. in vocal tract activity, persist in the cultural-

cognitive environment by uniting energy and structure. On cultural timescales, a population 

evolves dynamical solutions to the perceptual problems that are posed by regular, repeated 

occurrences of such events. Persistent patterns of this kind mean that neural wiring in a 

population will ensure the emergence of a similar dynamic when prompted by the same kind 

of stimulus (Davia 2006: 283). This means that the brain will metabolize a new cognitive 

state according to the linguistic stimulus. On the basis of statistical learning (Kuhl 2007) in a 

population of languaging agents, infants learn to attune to the implicit order of the dynamical 

properties of habitually repeated first-order languaging events in their environment such that a 

travelling wave dynamic emerges in the brain that unities and synthesizes the diverse 

elements into a unified perceptual object.  

Meaning is not the result of an encoding/decoding process. The emergence of a unified 

dynamic makes explicit the differentiating or discriminatory potential of vocal tract events 

along potentially many dimensions of contrast (both typological-categorial and topological-

continuous). Making explicit a particular pattern of differentiations means that this pattern has 

the functional capacity to operate on and to evoke implicit representational topologies 

consisting of both individual and social dimensions of a prior history of covariance relations 

between perceived patterns of differentiations in vocal tract gestures and environmental 

events. The perception of a particular wording in a particular pattern of pico-scale dynamical 

properties in utterance-activity would be an example of how invariances are made explicit. 

Meaning is catalyzed when the nonlinear dynamic of a soliton-like wave makes explicit the 

invariances – individual, social, and cultural – in the relationship between a vocal tract 

gestural event and the environmental phenomena from different space and time-scales with 

which the event is synthesized to form a thermodynamically more stable semantic artefact 

(Section 14). Davia (2006: 285) relevantly points out: “Meaning is the experience that we 

have when that implicit ontology becomes explicit.” Semantic artefacts themselves have the 

capacity to persist in a population as conventionalized typifications that constitute normative 

solutions to problems of both individual and social coordination and cognition. The catalyzing 

of a semantic artefact has the further functional capacity to catalyze flows of (self)-awareness, 

perception, cognition, feeling, affect, and action in individuals and groups, including virtual 

modes of experience (Verbrugge 1980: 94; Thibault 2011: 221). Lexicogrammatical patterns 

both stabilize and intermediate the pico-scale neural and bodily dynamics of individuals, on 

the one hand, and the macro-scale dynamics of society and culture, on the other. 

The emphasis on affect, value-weightings and timing, rather than on form-based models of 

symbol processing as, for example, in discourse-analytical approaches, helps to advance our 

understanding of why we experience some behaviours as intelligent, meaningful and 

motivated (Section 4). If we take the full-bodied languaging agent as our locus rather than the 
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abstract, de-somatised forms typically focused on in the linguistic description of verbal 

patterns, we see more clearly that what matters is not so much how we interpret behaviour 

symbolically, but how flexibility enhances cognition, seen as an essential process of the 

living, embodied organism embedded in and coupled to its world. Organisms draw upon a 

history of multiple constraints on many different spatial and temporal scales to develop ways 

of regulating both themselves and others in order to benefit both the individual and the group. 

Actions and decisions make use of values both within the organism and in the environment to 

achieve homeostatic self-regulation (Damasio 2005). A focus on the processing of abstract 

symbolic forms remains an externalist perspective on the organism-environment relation 

(Maturana and Varela 1980, 1987).  

As these researchers have pointed out, an externalist perspective tends to obfuscate living 

cognitive processes by defining them in terms of the functions that they perform – functions 

that are realized by abstract symbolic forms (Section 8). The expressive dynamics of living, 

feeling, moving bodies are thus seen as no more than the physical means of supporting and 

implementing these higher-order functions such that bodily dynamics and the cognitive and 

expressive powers of the body are downplayed or ignored. In this way, the specific 

characteristics of bodily dynamics and the central role they play in languaging behaviour and 

the cognitive and affective processes that these enact remain unappreciated and unexplained 

(Thibault 2011; Section 4). Language is a catalytic process grounded in agents’ sensori-motor 

couplings to and perceptual explorations of aspects of their worlds. The cognitive and 

affective capacities that languaging behaviour installs in agents and in collectives are not one 

of a progressive ascent to higher-order symbolic capacities from lower-order embodied ones.  

Instead, it a process of progressive differentiation and augmentation of sensori-motor 

coupling capacities to the exploration of and coupling to virtual cultural entities whose 

digitalized semantic content is based on the objective statistical properties of a population of 

interacting agents, but which a network of neurons can transform into a subjectively 

experienced semantic category that has the capacity to affect and orient the behaviour of 

agents towards entities that resemble those in the learning sample. Vertical coupling of the 

population-level dynamics to individual person-to-person acts of linguistic catalysis ensures 

that an increase in the intensity of a certain kind of bottom-up interaction may alter the 

population-level dynamics and therefore the balance of the higher-scalar (e.g. cultural) 

constraints acting on these lower-scalar interactions (Van Orden and Holden 2002: 95). 

Changes in the population dynamics and changes in the dynamics of real-time interactions 

between agents are intrinsically coupled.  s Van Orden and Holden point out, “Control 

parameters index emergent, self-perpetuating, abstract relations among individuals and 

groups of individuals.” (2002: 95). Virtual patterns of cultural (e.g. lexicogrammatical) 

constraints come into and go out of existence according to shifts in the overall balance of 

constraints across the vertical coupling relations involved. 

25. Lexicogrammar as Virtual Cultural Pattern 

Children often engage in bodily-based forms of intersubjective co-engagement that are 

scaffolded by mimetic capacities (Hutto 2008: 167; Zlatev 2008). Mimetic acts constitute and 
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enact intersubjective engagement based on joint perception-action such that a shared world is 

created in imagination. Infants exploit shared ‘mimetic schemas’ (Zlatev 2008) that serve as 

the basis of their coordinated engagement with each other. Thus actions performed on familiar 

body parts and environmental objects are a part of our everyday, familiar embodied ways of 

acting and being in the world. These body parts and environmental objects function as 

intersubjective anchors (Zlatev 2008). They afford non-arbitrary connections to a range of 

activities and modes of display that are the focus of joint attention. Such mimetic activities 

constitute a means of creating objects of shared attention even in the absence of the given 

event or object. Mimetic activities accordingly evoke absent objects and events on the basis of 

potentially shareable networks of sensori-motor associations that are held in working 

memory. 

Infants learn in time to control bodily dynamics, including vocalizing, in ways that control 

perceptual input. Initially, the infant has little control over this input, sending random 

commands to the muscles. In time, he or she learns to correlate certain random commands 

with specific responses in the world, especially responses from other persons. This correlation 

is established on the basis of the consistencies that are established between the motor 

command and the perceptual input. In time, the infant can elicit desired responses in others by 

calling up the appropriate motor command (e.g. proto-imperatives; see Halliday (1975)). He 

or she can control vocal and other bodily behaviours in concert with others (and later solo) 

that establish a consensual domain of consistent motor-sensory relationships. These motor-

sensory relationships bias perception in value-weighted ways that lead to higher-order 

behavioural control. Thus, control of vocal tract and other gestural activity mean that the 

gesture can be used to get others to fulfil one’s needs and wants. The use of the gesture for 

higher-order control of this kind just is, from the child’s point of view, the meaning of the 

gesture.  

By the same token, the child learner also discovers that others in the same cultural milieu 

interpret his gestures on the basis of their beliefs, including beliefs concerning behavioural 

regularities or patterns that are shared and to which the participants are entrained. Moreover, 

the child discovers not only that such regularities – e.g. a syllabic pattern - can be harnessed 

to control his interactions with others, but that the use of such patterns is rewarded with 

positive affect from others. Initially, the child’s gestures were directed to obtaining desirable 

input and avoiding undesirable input. The seeking of desirable input and the avoiding of 

undesirable input means that the behaviour is motivated – at first by what Trevarthen (1992, 

1998) and Cowley (2008: 339-340) have discussed as the infant’s intrinsic motivation system.  

However, the child’s discovery that others use certain regular and preferred behavioural 

patterns in order to manage their interactions with each other in time gives the child the 

cultural motivation to align his or her own internal and behavioural dynamics with the 

dynamics of others in the same cultural matrix.  

In this way, the child learns that such behavioural regularities based, in the first instance, on 

higher-order physical invariants (Section 10) serve as normative standards which people aim 

for and which they use as a reference point for evaluating their own and others’ behaviours, in 
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the process learning how the syllabic or other pattern is grounded in a cultural matrix of 

dialogically coordinated bodily activity. It is not a matter of the syllabic or other pattern 

encoding a meaning, but of how the pattern is integrated with other aspects of interactional 

events across place and time scales. This integration occurs on the basis of local cultural 

beliefs and values that give rise to increasingly conventionalised patterns that serve to solve 

problems of coordination between individuals in their social encounters with each other. The 

increasing ability to reify and therefore to lift out of the flow of activity some patterns (e.g. 

the syllabic patterns and their combinations that the child later learns to call ‘words’ and, 

eventually, to write them) and to use these patterns to control events across an increasing 

diversity of space and time scales may foster the illusion that these patterns are arbitrary 

instantiations of symbolic tokens from a language-code (Sections 3-4). But this view loses 

sight of the bigger picture.  

Such patterns are grounded in apperception in our neural and bodily dynamics: they have the 

power to induce an apperception of previously experienced (and remembered) events with 

which the vocal, facial, or other pattern covaried (Verbrugge 1980: 94). Statistical learning is 

relevant here too. Infants sensitize to the distributional patterns in a given population of 

(aspects of) vocalizations, gaze vectors, pointing, and the specific event types with which 

these covary in the situations in which they are embedded. It is in this way that infants learn 

how language structure attunes them to virtual experience. The emergence of predication as a 

semantic relation between combinations of words meant that word choice was no longer 

dependent on the indexical association between word and extra-linguistic experience (Harris 

1991). This meant that the predication had meaning by virtue of the word co-occurrence 

relations in the absence of correlated real-world events (Harris 1991: 354). Grammar emerges 

as a system of required constraints on these co-occurrence relations.  

Words contain physical information about the other words with which they are likely to co-

occur. Thus, the meaning of one word could predicate about the meaning of another word in 

ways that were de-coupled from on-line perception and experience. In this way, operator-

argument structures can predicate of and confer structure upon virtual, off-line perceptions 

that serve to partition some aspect of virtual experience and to orient us in a cultural world of 

virtual things and events that are salient and important in a given population of agents. Virtual 

entities of this kind are grounded in stable patterns of neuronal activity whose content is a 

prototype that agents extract from a population of similar entities experienced by the agent. 

Their virtual content is grounded in the objective statistical properties of a population -- 

properties that the network of neurons can activate as a category that is experienced as an off-

line virtual structure whose patterns of neuronal activation are de-coupled from on-line 

perception. These virtual semantic entities have the functional capacity to affect how the 

agent behaves towards entities that approximate the prototype that has been learned. 

Moreover, wordings are grounded in and constrained by the functional character of the non-

linguistic action systems from which they arise and which they never entirely transcend. 

The experience of hearing wordings or lexicogrammatical patterns in languaging events only 

arises as a result of the agent’s participation in the cultural activities that promote a belief in 
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and the capacity to adopt a ‘language stance’ (Cowley et al 2004; Cowley 2011) on such 

events as the child’s languaging activity comes under more and more layers of historical-

cultural constraints that afford access to virtual cultural patterns. The experience of hearing 

wordings in dynamical language events only arises after participation in the cultural routines 

that promote and reward this kind of experience in the early years of the child’s life. 

Wordings are highly abstract, compressed patterns that are implicit in the patterns of physical 

energy of phonetic events at very high levels of organization and knowing. The perceptual 

exploration of linguistic events therefore allows for the exploration of and access to 

increasingly abstract, virtual patterns that are nonetheless grounded in real-time bodily 

dynamics of languaging behaviour and can be heard in them by those who have learned the 

cultural tricks for recognizing and attending to them. 

Cowley (2008: 340) demonstrated that our metalinguistic practices guide us to seek out words 

as what we think we hear in vocal activity. For instance, mothers prompt infants to repeat the 

words that they (mothers) believe to have a reality that is separate from the material dynamics 

of first-order languaging behaviour. Infants are induced to repeat the verbal pattern qua word 

and to ignore the behavioural flow of facial, vocal and bodily expression in which this pattern 

is embedded. The infant is thus made aware of words as reified verbal patterns which can be 

at least partially abstracted from the behavioural flux and which can be repeated and 

transcribed into a written notation as if they were the same replicable entities from occasion to 

occasion, irrespective of the unrepeatable and unique dynamical characteristics of every 

vocalization qua historical singularity. This reification of verbal patterns leads to the idea that 

meanings are transmitted from one person to another and that they exist independently of the 

behavioural and experiential flux of coordinated inter-individual languaging activity.  

However, the flow of behaviour in such activity does not encode and transmit ideas or 

information from a sender to a receiver by means of words. Words and wordings, as we learn 

to articulate and to attend to them in languaging behaviour, are value-weighted constraints on 

that behaviour that bias and shape action and perception around digital semantic categories; 

they are not coded messages that are sent and received. Rather, a person’s vocalization, for 

instance, makes available information that perceivers in the relevant dialogical array can 

attend to and extract from the vocalization through their participation in the relevant language 

practices and associated beliefs. The caregiver (e.g. mother, father) makes the infant aware of 

the verbal patterns by guiding the infant’s attention to those patterns rather than others in 

vocal dynamics and thereby helps the infant to learn how to use these patterns to achieve 

higher-order control of actions (Thibault 2011). From the rich array of auditory information 

that is potentially available in the vocalizations that the infant hears, he or she is encouraged 

by caregivers to attend to those higher-order acoustic invariant patterns that, according to 

western cultural beliefs, specify words.  

In the process, the infant also learns that the metalinguistic practices of talking about and 

recognizing reified verbal patterns (e.g. words and wordings) as having an independent 

existence and the language that is so talked about are inextricably intertwined. Thus, infants 

are taught how to attend to and to interact with some of the information in the auditory signal 
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in order to detect and make use of verbal patterns while disattending to other aspects of the 

dynamics or relegating them to the background of their awareness. It is on the basis of this 

folk theory of wordings – Harris (1981) has called it the ‘language myth’ – that our western 

notion of verbal patterns (words, etc.) as freestanding entities constituting a code of form-

meaning correlations is based. The problem with the code view is that language is treated as a 

second-order system of invariant forms or structures that can be isolated from the behavioural 

flux rather than a heterogeneity of interacting populations of dynamical events spread across 

different time scales of neural, bodily, interactional, and cultural processes. 

26. Virtual Lexicogrammatical Patterns as Productive Differentiators 

Utterances have intentional semantic contents that constrain the possibilities for action, 

perception, and cognition in particular situations. Semantic differentiators set boundary 

conditions on behaviour that limit the possibilities for behaviour of participants. Intentional 

semantic contents self-organize on cultural-historical timescales, which means that in a 

population of persons they persist in time relative to and are available to control processes in 

real-time interaction. Intentional contents thus have the functional capacity to reduce degrees 

of freedom in real-time interaction between persons. Semantic differentiators qua intentional 

contents have the capacity to effect a qualitative shift from one stable state to another in a 

system close to one of its critical states (Hollis et al 2009: 217); Section 9). They modify the 

system’s phase space and limit the number of potential trajectories through that space. 

According to assemblage theory, an assemblage, in accordance with our understandings of 

nonlinear, far-from-equilibrium systems, is an emergent dynamical system that exerts causal 

powers over its component parts. Semantic differentiators, in selecting and delimiting some 

region of socially organized matter-energy flows and states, set boundaries and restrict the 

options for action, perception, affection, and cognition. Participants’ responses self-organize 

as multimodal flows of events within the boundaries set by the differentiation This capacity 

for sustaining the trajectory of the intention in such performances emerges within a control 

hierarchy of vertically coupled constraints (Van Orden and Holden 2002: 95-96).  

It is commonplace to claim that language conveys information. This notion of information is 

very vague and ill-defined and seems to rest on the idea that the amount of information 

conveyed by an utterance depends on the amount of linguistic content (e.g. content words) 

that are packed into a given sentence (’the more content words, the more information’). Let us 

try and think of it in different terms. I’ll start with a made up (invented) example for the 

purposes of a little Gedankenexperiment: You can come in now. Obviously, this sentence 

could be uttered in very many different situations. At first glance, this invented example is 

understandably difficult to understand: what is the meaning of you, what is the situation in 

which it is spoken, what are the respective spatial perspectives and locations of speaker and 

listener, who speaks and to whom, when was it spoken, and so what is the meaning of now? 

We do not know the answers to any of these questions. In order to understand the utterance, 

we would need to know all of these factors. However, the sentence is very interesting in a 

nontrivial way: it already constrains for us possible situations in which it might occur and 

which we can easily imagine. This fact says something fundamental about the nature of 
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language. We need to see language-in-action as guided by our perceptions and understandings 

of the events in which languaging activity is embedded. This means that we need to connect 

our perceptions of language structure to our perceptions of unfolding event structures, 

including spatial and temporal relations. I would suggest that even our invented example 

above shows us how language structure constrains and attunes our perceptions and 

understandings of the events with which language is connected.  

I would argue that the ’information’ in the sentence is specificational in Gibson’s (1986 

[1979]) sense. The utterance does not construe or encode a content that is already there. 

Instead, the catalytical potentiality of the utterance qua bodily event acts on and transforms 

the addressee’s body’s potential for action. The utterance does this by differentiating (not re-

presenting) and focusing on that aspect of the virtual totality of the situation that the speaker 

wishes to transform through the interaction into an actuality. Specifically, the experiential 

structure of the utterance (ACTOR + PROCESS: ACTION + CIRCUMSTANCE: TIME) 

along with the modal operator ‘can’ specifies a value that serves as the desired interaction 

outcome in the situation. It individuates a future interactive potential in the situation. The 

experiential structure of the utterance sets up a form of extended, virtual action-perception 

that is specified by the semantic differentiators that comprise the utterance. This virtual 

structure modifies the content of the prior uncertainty gradient and its matter-energy flows. In 

so doing, it constrains the action-perception possibilities of the addressee by specifying an 

action format, an action oriented to the addresser’s perspective (‘come in’), an action role 

(‘You’ as designated performer of the action), and a time (‘now’). The perceived language 

structure is one of a potential set of actions that seek to influence the current critical state of 

the addressee in the situation with reference to a concrete space of possibilities (Section 9). 

The virtual, as Deleuze (2004 [1968]: 263) explains, is a fully real component of the 

hypothetical situation in which our example might occur. The virtual, Deleuze (op. cit.) 

further explains, is not opposed to the real, but to the actual. This is so in two ways.  

First, the utterance qua vocal tract action is a physical-material process at the same time that 

its real-time dynamics are constrained by virtual patterns emanating from longer, slower 

cultural dynamics. These dynamics give rise to the perception ‘in’ the utterance of wordings 

(lexicogrammatical patterns) as extensive crystallized formal structures. These structures are 

the stuff that linguistics has reified as ‘language’ whilst at the same time ignoring or failing to 

see the intensive ecological flows of matter, energy and information that are catalyzed along 

gradients of uncertainty and which make these crystallized formal structures possible. 

Secondly, these virtual-yet-real patterns set up and constrain, as noted above, potential 

interaction outcomes that can be actualized in the further development of the situation as 

different classes of multimodal events, e.g. the addressee ‘comes in’, that are semantically 

differentiated by wordings. Multimodal events are the catalyzed outcomes of linguistic 

catalysis. They do not necessarily correspond to action performances though they always 

entail changes in the physiological arousal and neural activation of the human bodies that are 

affected by languaging behaviour. Seen in this light, multimodal events can correspond to 

flows of action, perception, cognition, and feeling, seen as the actualizations of the forms of 

virtual experience that language has the capacity to evoke. Lexicogrammatical patterns in 
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language can constrain an attunement to virtual forms of experience along with an orientation 

to the cultural rewards that derive from aligning to these patterns. These virtual linguistic 

patterns are very different from the patterns specified by the immediate physical environment 

(Verbrugge 1980: 93-94; Thibault 2011: 220-223). Virtual linguistic patterns are like 

Deleuze’s concept of the Idea (see also Section 23): 

A multiple ideal connection, a differential relation, must be actualized in diverse spatio-

temporal relationships at the same time as its elements are actually incarnated in a 

variety of terms and forms. The idea is thus defined as a structure. A structure or an idea 

is a ‘complex theme’, an internal multiplicity –in other words, a system of multiple, 

non-localiseable connections between differential elements which is incarnated in real 

relations and actual terms. 

(Deleuze 2004 [1968]: 231; italics in original) 

Moreover, the differential elements and their relations are not defined negatively in terms of 

oppositions as in the structuralist tradition of linguistics that harks back to de Saussure. These 

elements are, in the words of Deleuze, constitutive of a “pure positivity, in the form of a 

problem to which are assigned relations and points, places and functions, positions and 

differential thresholds which exclude all negative determination and find their source in the 

genetic or productive elements of affirmation” (Deleuze 2004 [1968]: 258). These genetic or 

productive aspects of differentiation have the functional capacity to individuate actualized 

solutions to the virtual problem spaces that are created in language. The virtual linguistic 

pattern induces a focus on the relevant or salient properties of the environment that the 

speaker wishes to harness at the same time that irrelevant ones are filtered out or damped 

down so that the desired causal chain of elements and events can be actualized and 

productively channelled as an assemblage. The differential elements and their relations in the 

linguistic utterance assign a value-weighted distribution of the important and the unimportant 

in the defining of the problem space, e.g., the relevant degrees of freedom, what is salient, 

what does not matter, who does what, when, etc. The singularities and affective capacities of 

the addressee’s body are meshed with those of the relevant spatial environment affording 

locomotion and a stable spatial orientation, the location of the addresser, the virtual pattern of 

differentiations in the utterance, etc. in order for an embodied multimodal event to be 

actualized as the solution to the virtual problem space constituted by the linguistic utterance. 

The utterance, by virtue of being said in the given situation, exercises a capacity to affect the 

intended addressee just as that person has the capacity to be affected, i.e. the utterance can 

bring about material bodily changes in that person’s body by prompting a change in the 

internal organization of the person when his or her body is taken by the catalytical action of 

the utterance to one of that person’s thresholds of self-organization. Capacities are virtual 

until they are actualised. A person can be taken to a particular threshold of self-organization 

when a set of patterns and thresholds is installed through habit and routine in that person or a 

population of persons by means of the catalytic capacities of utterances. The utterance is an 

order parameter in the sense that its grammatical structure specifies through a process of 

semantic differentiation a particular locus of cognitive or perceptual processing. The utterance 
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is a control parameter in the sense that an intentional semantic content flows from the source 

(the speaker) throughout the entire action trajectory so as to shape and modulate it until the 

trajectory reaches its conclusion (Section 16). The end result is a modification in the internal 

organization of the addressee, whose potential for action is transformed. It is sustained, 

habitual engagement with utterances and the physical and other events with which they 

covary that sets up through apperception the patterns and thresholds of physiological arousal 

and neural activation that utterances have the capacity to amplify or inhibit through their 

catalytical action.  

In languaging behaviour, these parameters and their variations can trigger a switch in the 

distribution of attractors that define the state space of the situation. In this way, a given 

distribution of attractors is transformed into a different, topologically non-equivalent one that 

gives rise to transition points between phases. A situation or situation-type is a region of 

stability and transitions between regions defining a structured space of possibilities. A 

situation is, to use Deleuze’s term, a virtual multiplicity (Deleuze 2004 [1968]: 230-231). 

Multiplicities are virtual, but not actualized. They can be actualized in a variety of ways. The 

tendency of the addressee in our hypothetical example to ‘come in’ is, in the situation, real at 

all times even if the person is not actually undergoing a phase transition triggered, say, by the 

addresser’s utterance. Moreover, the phase transitions can be actualized in a variety of ways, 

not necessarily linguistic. The specific means of actualization of the tendency to ‘come in’ 

may vary. Languaging, as noted above (Section 9), is a culturally shaped mode of exploratory 

activity that changes the content of uncertainty gradients. 

The fundamental question is: how to characterize the information that supports the perceiving, 

understanding, and acting of the individual or group in relation to its macroscopic (ecological) 

environment – the world in which we live. Information in the specificational sense is not 

about and does not stand for the things in the world, but is specific to them. Grammar can be 

seen as a scaling up of the agent-environment system so that the many fluctuations and 

variables on the micro-scale are subject to more and more constraints on the macro-scale 

(ecological scale). This means that language is geared to the perceiving and understanding of 

both the persisting and changing properties of the world. This further means that macroscopic 

’grammatical’ information is dependent upon and specific to the natural properties of the 

agent-environment system at the ecological scale. 

Rather than viewing information as an abstract commodity to be exchanged, I would pose a 

different question: what kinds of event structures (spatial, temporal, etc) must be brought into 

coordination with the structure of language in order to achieve the required perception or 

understanding? Consider the situation in the official FAA recording of the conversations 

between the pilots of Lufthansa 405 and Speedbird 226 and ground controllers about the 

night-time UFO sighting by the pilots that occurred at 03.24 on 18
th

 November, 1995 over 

Long Island, NY.  The entire recording can be listened to on YouTube:  

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-4398747992022736462 

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-4398747992022736462
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Consider the following preliminary exchange between the pilot of Lufthansa 405 and Boston 

Center immediately after Lufthansa has first sighted the anomalous traffic: 

Lufthansa 405: Ah Boston, Lufthansa 405 

Boston Center: Lufthansa 405 go ahead 

Lufthansa 405:  h … we just ah … past traffic ah … on our left wing ah about two, 

three thousand feet above us ah … what kind of traffic was it? 

None of the speakers (the Boston ground controller and the pilot in their respective aircraft) 

are co-present. They have to coordinate their spoken descriptions with their respective 

understandings of spatial and visual fields and their readings of specific instruments 

concerning altitude, heading, speed, and so on. The episode takes place at night. In the 

situation, the properties of the language become important determinants of the kind of 

socially coordinated and distributed perception and thinking that takes place about the 

phenomenon – the UFO – observed by the pilots in their respective aircraft (Lufthansa 405 

and Speedbird 226) and discussed by the pilots and the ground controllers. Rather than seeing 

this unique workplace environment as one in which individuals ’use’ language to produce and 

process information about the situation, we can, following Hutchins (1995a, 1995b), put the 

focus on the socially distributed nature of the thinking that takes place and the way language 

functions to support and shape this thinking. The language interacts directly with the 

properties of the event and in ways that affect the properties and capacities of the larger 

thinking system and its components.  

Language plays a crucial orienting role in which all participants (pilots and ground controller 

in our example) experience virtual semantic structures that the available lexicogrammatical 

formats assemble and evoke as a form of extended virtual perception. Verbrugge (1980: 83) 

argues that language affords virtual perception and action. According to Verbrugge, language 

has the capacity to induce us “to experience events, to view them from fixed and moving 

points of observation, to move about in social and geographic environments.” (Verbrugge 

1980: 93).  Virtual experience of this kind is distributed over the various participant-observers 

in the event at that same time that the experience is deictically grounded in the subjectively 

felt experience of each of the participants relative to their specific locations in this particular 

dialogical array. Thus, “on our left wing” and “two, three thousand feet above us” depend on 

sensori-motor knowledge for their deictic grounding in the embodied perspectives of the 

various observer-participants in the event at the same time that the lexicogrammatical patterns 

of the Lufthansa pilot’s utterance evoke virtual structures of perception that are assimilated to 

past experience on the basis of apperception. It is in this way that the participants in an event 

of this kind can reciprocally attune to structure in ways that guide action, perception, 

cognition, and feeling (Thibault 2011: 220). 

27. The Language Stance 

Cowley (2011) argues that we learn to adopt a ‘language stance’ on the dynamics of first-

order languaging. In ascribing linguistic behaviour to ourselves, to other persons, to robots, he 

suggests that we adopt a ‘language stance’ that serves to predict and account for such 
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behaviour in terms of our culturally shaped ideas as to what constitutes ‘language’. On this 

view, we ascribe wordings to patterns we see and hear in the dynamics of first-order 

languaging behaviour. Does this mean that all languaging behaviour is a matter of ascription? 

Can we ascribe languaging to a talking ATM machine? Is this on a par with talking to another 

human? I think not and I am sure that Cowley would agree. My worry is that we risk 

conflating the clearly derivative languaging of the ATM with the languaging that goes on 

between persons.  ccording to Cowley, nature’s trick is that humans learned to recognize and 

to respond to second-order cultural patterns such as wordings in the dynamics of first-order 

languaging behaviour. First-order languaging is naturally expressive and elicits interpretations 

between persons. Recognizing and interpreting second-order patterns can be an important 

aspect of this process. Rather than explaining it as the ascribing of a language stance, I think 

we can also tie it to the developmental emergence of reflexive awareness and the forms of 

knowledge this makes available. In my view, this helps us to build a clearer explanatory link 

between wordings as second-order cultural constraints on first-order dynamics and the fact 

that we perceive these wordings as intentional semantic contents in actual occasions of 

interaction when we adopt the ‘language stance’ towards our own and others’ utterance 

activity. 

Wordings and the perception of wordings in languaging dynamics are a form of reflexive 

awareness – awareness of second-order ‘linguistic’ properties of the dynamics. First-order 

languaging already constitutes awareness of an ongoing interaction with one’s environment 

on account of the sensorimotor coupling of agent to environment in the formation of an agent-

environment system. First-order languaging is a mode of catalyzing (experiencing) the agent’s 

world. First-order languaging is a first-level interactive system with which agents can explore 

and differentiate their worlds. Second-order language, on this view, is a second-level 

interactive system that takes as its environment the dynamical properties of first-order 

languaging and its interactions with its environment and interacts with that environment. 

First-order dynamics thus become an object of reflexive awareness that adds its own layer of 

differentiations to those made by first-order dynamics. The resulting system manifests newly 

emergent properties not fully reducible to first-order dynamics at the same time that second-

order processes feed-off and cannot exist without the environment of first-order ones.  

These include various possibilities: (1) selectively reflecting on aspects of first-order 

dynamics and their effects; (2) developing meta-linguistic criteria for making explicit aspects 

of linguistic structure and making these objects of meta-linguistic analysis and reflection; (3) 

reifying or objectifying aspects of linguistic organization or structure and referentially 

projecting these out of language onto features of the world as in standard correspondence 

theories of reference; (3) re-describing aspects of the dynamics as phonological features and 

then re-categorising these as morphosyntactic or lexicogrammatical features and patterns that 

have ‘semantic’ values assigned to them; and (4) making explicit the categories, knowledge 

claims and presumptions concerning the relations of agents to their worlds that provide a folk-

theoretical resource for accounting for and keeping track of one’s self and others across times 

and places with respect to a normative fabric of commitments, obligations and responsibilities 
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that constrain these same interactions and the folk-theoretical basis of the semantics used to 

account for and understand them.  

Grammar is often assumed by linguistic theories to be a theory or model of the world. Instead, 

it is a folk-theory that provides normative, culturally shaped semantic resources for making 

sense of the human world. It makes available an explicit framework for talking about and 

rationalizing human behaviour in terms of a narrative-like structure of values and 

dispositions. These can include, for example, what something meant, what a term refers to, 

the intended meaning of a word, etc., the psychological states and dispositions of interactants, 

their reasons, intentions, motivations, feelings, attitudes, evaluations, and so on. Linguists, 

psychologists, and philosophers err when they ascribe to grammar ontological categories in 

either the world or in mind. The resulting linguistic reflexivity can potentially yield further 

levels of knowing in a hierarchy of such levels as each new level interacts with the 

environment of the lower levels and yields new differentiations with respect to the new level. 

Such differentiations would afford the possibility of knowledge of higher levels of 

abstraction, e.g. the formulation of the constraints that yield the meanings of sequences of 

clauses and sentences and their relations and meanings (Harris 1991: 336); or the formulation 

of the grammar and semantics of a distinct scientific sublanguage that are not necessarily 

sublanguages of any one natural language (Harris 1991: 290-291).  

Third-order (discourse?) level interactions take as their environment not just second-order 

interactions. Rather, third-order interactions interact with the environment of second-order 

interactions interacting with first-order ones. This conception is totally different from the 

standard levels accounts of language, see as consisting of a number of inter-related levels or 

cycles of coding, e.g., phonology, graphology, lexicogrammar, and discourse. In such 

accounts, each level is either the means of encoding some other levels or of decoding some 

other level where each level is either the coded input or output to some other level. On the 

present account, each level constitutes processes of interactive differentiations with respect to 

the other levels with which it interacts, i.e. processes that catalyze the experience or meaning 

for the agent of these multiply constrained organizations of potentialities for agent-

environment interactions.  

28. Grammatical Operators as Catalytical Constraints on Socially Organized Flows of 

Matter and Energy 

  person’s vocal tract activity is an environmental event that has the functional capacity to 

trigger or catalyse material changes in a body or a social assemblage of bodies. A 

conversation between persons is a socially organized assemblage of bodies in this sense. In 

conversation, humans co-orient to each other and to relevant aspects of the worlds in their 

milieu at the same time that the conversation has a well-defined spatial structure and temporal 

duration (see Scheflen and Ashcraft 1976; Thibault 2008; DeLanda 2011: 16). Utterances can 

prompt a change in the internal structure of the individual when that body is pushed to one of 

its thresholds of self-organization.  What we need to look at are not the separate bodies 

occupying different locations in Cartesian space (Section 32), but the thresholds of intensity 
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that can cause cognitive, affective, and other transformations of these bodies, both 

individually and as socially organized assemblages of bodies.  

Deleuze’s concept of the intensive refers to physical properties such as temperature or 

pressure that can form gradients containing potentially productive flows of energy. For 

example, a temperature gradient results from the coupling of hot and cold masses of air or 

water. Similarly, pressure gradients result from the coupling of high and low pressure masses. 

Chemical gradients result from the coupling, for example, of materials with different Ph, e.g., 

acid and alkaline (DeLanda 2011: 95). Affect gradients result when two bodies with different 

feeling states and different levels of arousal are coupled. Cognitive gradients are created when 

two or more bodies with different informational states are created. All of these differences 

represent differences of intensity that have the capacity to direct flows of matter, energy, and 

information. Such differences are productive because of the role they play in directing and 

organizing the flow of matter and energy in the assemblage and the critical thresholds, e.g. of 

arousal, that need to be activated for the intentional structures of different individuals to be 

coordinated and/or changed (Freeman 1995: 90-91). Meaning and value emerge interactively 

as agents orient to and assimilate themselves to the affordances of their environment 

(Freeman 2000: 89). The choice of one action trajectory over some other is then tipped in 

favour of the most economical or efficient means of dispersing the locally available energy 

gradient as agents adapt available resources to their immediate circumstances.  

Just as ice turns to water and therefore its manner of spatial organization when it reaches a 

critical threshold that is supplied by an external source of energy that flows into the ice and 

affects its temperature (DeLanda 2011: 121), utterances can trigger or catalyze the 

destabilization of the patterns of activity in the entire sensory cortex, giving rise to a new 

spatial pattern of activity, which is nonlinear and chaotic (Freeman 1995: 66-67; Sections 14-

15). This works by installing in a population of interacting individuals a set of persistent 

patterns and thresholds that are catalyzed by utterances on the basis of routine or habit. 

Habitual, repeated patterns of interaction between agents make some patterns more 

standardized and repetitive such that they become crystallized as social routines and culturally 

constrained or ‘grammaticalized’ procedures for making semantic structures routine. 

Grammaticalization is therefore a culturally constrained scaffolding of semantic structure that 

provides normative criteria for the interpretation of utterances. The question arises: how do 

patterns and thresholds of physiological arousal and neural activation based on new triggering 

relations with utterances get installed in an assemblage of bodies in a given population? 

The crucial point here is that language is a form of value-realizing behaviour that coordinates 

the interactions between persons, seen as an individuating process. As Maturana and Varela 

(1987: 218) point out, the small-scale interpersonal transactions that bonded early hominids in 

small groups of community and reciprocity based on food sharing, stable sexual relations, 

cooperation, child rearing, and close emotional bonds opens up an enlarged possibility space 

of individuating transactions as social individuals explore their relations and their capacities 

to affect and be affected by each other. The more intensive emotional bonds and solidarity 

gradients that bind individuals in close-knit communities also afford enhanced possibilities 
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for exploring each other as individuals. Bipedalism and the enhanced possibilities this affords 

for distributing and sharing food among the members of the group, frontal coitus, face-to-face 

child-rearing, and the sharing of parenting roles between males and females all select for “a 

biology of cooperation and linguistic coordination of actions.” (Maturana and Varela 1987: 

222; Freeman 1995: chap. 6; Thibault 2004b; Savage-Rumbaugh 2011).  

Interpersonal relations and interactions that afford the intensive reciprocal exploration by 

agents of the very many fine-grained sensorimotor discriminations and their expressive 

potential in vocal tract, facial, and gestural modes of co-articulation lead to the emergence of 

languaging agents with the capacity to narrate their selves and to keep track of the other 

selves with whom one is bonded in relations of reciprocity and community across place and 

time scales. Languaging is the individuation of positive, productive differentiations that have 

the functional capacity both (1) to operate on and transform social reality and (2) to 

individuate the persons who engage in these transactions as selves that function as valued 

distinctions in a domain of socially coordinated linguistic interactions. Such interactions 

afford the recursive exploration and narration of selves through the making of finer and finer 

expressive distinctions whereby selves and their stories are operated on and transformed when 

expressive distinctions become an object of reflection in coordinated languaging behaviour 

between agents. Languaging does not directly reveal or express the inner states of individuals. 

Insofar as it both stabilizes and intermediates between the pico-scale dynamical properties of 

individuals and the larger-scale social and cultural dynamics of populations of individuals 

(Section 24), languaging affords semantic differentiators that are decoupled from online 

perception-action. Decoupling means that semantic-pragmatic strategies of concealment of 

motive and intention can be entertained and enacted so as to further the interests of 

individuals in their dealings with one another. Recursively self-maintenant languaging agents 

have learned to exploit and adapt social and cultural norms for the invention and narration of 

selves that serve the strategic purpose of enacting and negotiating modalised intentional 

stances with others (Ross 2007). The ‘language stance’ (Cowley 2011; Section 27) thus 

serves the self-maintenance of the agent (Section 8) by enabling the agent to manipulate the 

reflexivities of situations and their conventions along with the interactive potential of these 

situations for its own strategic purposes. 

Persistent patterns of vocal tract gestures, not individual behavioural units, change the 

individual’s relationship to its environment.  The selection pressure is on combinations of 

units in co-articulated vocal tract behaviour and populations of resources. The 

‘grammaticalization’ of these unit-combinations is then a population-level adaptive response 

by way of standardization of and reduction in complexity of sensori-motor procedures that 

enables languaging agents to adapt to and reflect on language (Argyropoulos 2008; Section 

5). Lexicogrammatical patterns are socially distributed and culturally transmitted routines that 

select for certain kinds of learning, cognition, and organized behaviour in the interactions 

between the persons who belong to the same interpersonal network.  The pico-scale 

behavioural units of first-order languaging behaviour are measurable on timescales ranging 

from milliseconds to fractions of seconds (Section 4). That is, units on these time scales have 

the functional capacity to be salient in some way in the interactions between persons and 
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between persons and their environment. Because they have the capacity to be salient, they are 

capable of making a change in the individual’s or the group’s relationship to its environment. 

The physical, social, and cultural affordances of the environment are, typically, far more 

persisting than are the pico-scale dynamics of first-order languaging behaviour on any given 

occasion (Reed 1996a: 30).  

Persistent patterns of vocal tract behaviour are ‘grammaticalized’ in the sense that they 

become routine and norm replicating. Lexicogrammatical patterns are norm replicators in this 

sense. Such patterns express one’s belonging to a group or interpersonal network. They do not 

cause behavioural responses in others; instead, they act as triggers or catalysts for behavioural 

responses of conspecifics that are presupposed to possess complex internal organization 

(DeLanda 2006: 22). This internal complexity, DeLanda points out, is not explainable solely 

in terms of material causes such as being in possession of a nervous system of a certain kind. 

Linguistic catalysts imply the existence of reasons for acting, predispositions to act, and 

beliefs as to the existence of a particular social order or set of implicit underlying 

representations and associated subjective gradients (DeLanda 2002: 194). The routine nature 

of lexicogrammatical patterns can lead to explanations that obscure their true functionality.  

For example, Langacker (1987) views grammar in terms of cognitive routines that model 

internal cognitive or mental processes (Section 3). Halliday (2004) views them as the outputs 

of an abstract systemic potential that is social in origin (Section 1). Both of these views 

obscure the ways in which lexicogrammatical patterns are catalysts that are not reducible to 

either of these views. Moreover, both views fail to show how languaging behaviour often 

involves the successful manipulation of causal chains of events that are not reducible to either 

abstract mental or cognitive faculties or the formal outputs of choices from systems in the 

form of ‘text’. The routine and norm replicating characteristics of lexicogrammatical patterns 

have been honed by their application to problem solving situations over many generations 

(DeLanda 2011: 24). These patterns may appear to be habitual formal patterns while also 

being able to catalyze successful causal interactions between material entities and to direct 

flows of matter-energy in the social world.  

Lexicogrammatical patterns are cultural replicators. They arise in a given population of 

interacting agents largely as a statistical consequence of the many efforts of individuals to 

coordinate their intentional interactions with each other on the basis of stable conventions. On 

the individual level, utterances are intentional acts at the same time that they are shaped by 

and conform to norm replicating patterns that are an unintended statistical consequence of the 

many efforts of individuals to coordinate their actions with each other in mutually 

comprehensible ways. On the other hand, utterances can catalyse beliefs corresponding to 

underlying presupposed networks of representations that are the result of socialization 

through the agencies of family, peer group, school, etc. However, linguistic catalysts act as 

triggers, not causes, of these representations. In a given population, a given linguistic operator 

can trigger or catalyze variable representations according to socialization effects that are 

variable and are accordingly distributed in variable ways throughout a population.  
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Linguistic utterances do not replicate in the biological sense – they do not replicate using a 

self-assembly code as does DNA. Instead, we interpret them on the basis of apperception. In 

this way, utterances get integrated to networks of representations that are stored in memory on 

the basis of prior experience. Utterances are grounded in apperception (James 1899; Bickhard 

1998; Thibault 2005a, 2005b): they have the capacity to induce an apperception of previously 

experienced (and remembered) events with which the vocal pattern covaried (Verbrugge 

1980: 94; Thibault 2011: 220-223). Linguistic utterances have the functional capacity to 

trigger or catalyze networks of associations that can, in turn, evoke associations with other 

events and thereby add to, subtract from, or otherwise modify the network of associations in 

ways that catalyze flows of cognition, feeling, and behaviour.  Networks of associations are 

constituted by stable patterns of neuronal activity called distributed representations. Their 

content is a prototype based on a sample of a population of linguistic utterances that are 

detected by the individual. Their prototypical content is derived from objective statistical 

properties of a population (of utterances), which an assemblage of neurons can transform into 

a subjective experience of an apperception. Apperceived experiences are not stored in the 

physical connections of neurons. The only thing that is stored is a configuration of connection 

weights or values in a particular neuronal assemblage. A given utterance (or other stimulus) 

can set off the original, stable pattern of activation. The neuronal network stores a set of 

properties in the form of value-weighted connection strengths that give the neuronal network 

the capacity to activate the prototype as a subjectively experienced conceptual-semantic 

structure when the right stimulus occurs. Subjectively experienced and felt conceptual-

semantic networks that are activated in this way can affect the individual’s behaviour. 

I shall now look at a brief transcription taken from a video recording of a conversation 

between Paul, the husband, and Dion, Paul’s husband concerning the mess that Paul’s pet 

cockatoo, a species of parrot indigenous to Australia, has scattered from his cage onto the 

kitchen floor. Paul has just returned home from work. The conversation takes place in the 

presence of Barney, the caged cockatoo, in the kitchen. The transcript of the verbal data is as 

follows: 

Dion: (1) yeah (as if answering for Barney) (2) what's he spilt it already? (3) look at the 

mess, Paul (4) you're gonna have to clean up in here (5) it's a pigsty 

Paul: (6) it is rather a pigsty 

Dion: (7) yes (8) well (9) it's your animal 

Paul: (to Barney):  (10) you make a mess Barney (11) you make more mess than I do 

everyday 

The following analysis is of clauses 3-5 only. Dion grounds her intentional orientation to the 

situation in an appeal to community norms concerning matters such as who is responsible the 

cleaning up of the mess caused by the pet cockatoo as well as norms of tidiness and 

cleanliness. In doing so, her utterance is empowered with the capacity to affect the addressee, 

her husband, Paul, on the basis of such community-held norms that bind its members to each 
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other in relations of obligation and responsibility. It is on this basis that persons have the 

capacity to affect others and to be affected by them through their languaging activity. In the 

verbal transcript and the video recording on which it is based, Dion seeks to secure a 

commitment from her husband that he will take responsibility for cleaning up the cockatoo’s 

mess. Cockatoos are excellent talkers and yet it is interesting to know that Dion does not seek 

to hold Barney (the cockatoo) responsible, but her husband. The reason for this lies in the fact 

that Barney is not presupposed to possess the necessary criteria of personhood: he does not 

the capacity to be affected by the utterance in the way intended by Dion. Barney is but a 

peripheral player in this language game. In other words, Paul, but not Barney, is endowed 

with the normative status of a social person who has the capacity to be affected by his wife’s 

utterance in the intended way. Utterances have the functional capacity to transform the social 

status of persons by, for example, holding them responsible for their actions or conferring 

specific expectations, commitments and obligations on them. Dion’s utterance serves this 

function (Section 8). Such capacities are exercised in and through the utterance-activity of 

persons. In this way, utterances have the functional capacity to transform the socio-cognitive 

status of someone. When this occurs, we can say that these capacities have been actualized.  

Dion’s utterance assigns a value-weighted distribution of the important and the unimportant 

in the defining of the problem space (Section 26). The utterance specifies, from her point of 

view, as analytically re-constructed by me from my own observational perspective, the 

relevant degrees of freedom of the participants, what is salient, what does not matter, who 

does what, when, etc. The singularities and affective capacities of the bodies of the 

participants are meshed with those of the relevant aspects of the situation (e.g. the mess 

caused by Paul’s cockatoo’s scattering his seed on the floor) affording perceptual co-

orientation, with the respective locations and points of view of the participants both with 

respect to each other and also the relevant aspects of the scene, with the virtual pattern of 

differentiations in the utterance, the proposed course of action, Dion’s proximate intention, 

Paul’s willingness to commit himself, the relevant community norms that are appealed to, etc. 

in order for an embodied multimodal event to be actualized as the solution to the virtual 

problem space constituted by the social-affective-cognitive assemblage which Dion’s 

utterance helps to create. 

Clause 1 is imperative mood of the subcategory [JUSSIVE: SUBJECT IMPLICIT]. More 

specifically, it serves the function (Section 8) of directing Paul’s attention to the mess in the 

kitchen, as specified by the choice of Predicator look at and the Complement the mess, along 

with the vocative element Paul. The three clauses comprising Dion’s utterance are analyzed 

as follows, drawing upon and adapting some principles in Hasan 2009 [1992]): 

 Express Proximate Intention: Make a claim on Paul’s attention and make him aware 

of the mess (‘look’ in clause 3); get him to clean it up (‘you’re gonna have to clean up 

in here’) (clause 4); 

 Give a Reason-Explanation: it’s a pigsty (clause 5); 
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 Ground the utterance consisting of the three clauses in relation to a more general 

principle: ‘clean and tidy kitchens are healthy, desirable, etc.; messes caused by pets 

are not’; 

 Appeal to a Community-held Validity Claim as the ultimate grounds of the 

utterance: Norm Conforming  ttitude towards Community Norms of ‘tidiness’ and 

who is responsible for cleaning up messes.  

Clause 4 selects declarative mood combined with a number of other lexicogrammatical 

selections. These features include the putting of the second person pronoun you in first 

position, the future orientation in going to, the modal operator of obligation have to, the 

lexical specification of the desired course of action clean up, as well as the locative 

circumstance in here. Significantly, clause 5 follows these two clauses. Its function may be 

glossed as [GIVE A REASON FOR/MOTIVATE THE DESIRED COURSE OF ACTION], 

i.e. the proposed action specified in clauses 3 and 4.  It also functions to position both 

interlocutors in a particular attitudinal relationship to the referent situation. The three clauses 

in Dion’s overall speech act function in their various ways to construct and negotiate both an 

interpersonal relation with Paul by attempting to engage him in a particular way as well as to 

create a specific, shared attitudinal orientation to the situation.  

With specific reference to clause 3, it’s a pigsty, I shall now say a few words about the 

experiential structure of the clause as a semantic operator on the implicit presupposed 

representations in the situation (again, as re-constructed by me from my observational 

perspective). Clause 5 can be analyzed as follows: 

i. Differentiate the current locus of attention by selecting a variable in the local network 

topology: the pronoun ‘it’ exophorically refers to the generalized external situation or milieu 

in which the utterance occurs; 

ii. In so picking out and focusing on the external surroundings (the mess caused by Paul’s 

cockatoo), the pronoun ‘it’ is conventionally understood to be contextually sensitive to the 

local requirement that the pronoun is correctly associated with its referent and that the referent 

is retrievable from the context of utterance (i.e. its reference is locally resolvable or 

interpretable); 

iii. The pronoun ‘it’ is selected as the local point of departure – the Theme (Halliday 2004: chap. 

3) – for the development in the remainder of the clause (the Rheme) of a goal-directed action-

structure; 

iv. The transitivity (operator-argument) structure of the clause enables cognitive operations on the 

topology that partition and filter it to a smaller subset of possibilities to which attention is 

directed according to the specific contrast set that acts as a basis on attraction for the action-

trajectory;  

v. The action structure is a time-locked intentional trajectory that is semantically modulated by 

the speaker’s intention all along its trajectory until its conclusion; 

vi. The utterance induces apperceptions of representations of pigsties and related matters (see 

below) by setting up in its transitivity structure a relationship of attribution (‘is’) between ‘it’ 

and the nominal group a pigsty. 
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Dion’s utterance in clause 5 is perceptually grounded in a situated context on which the 

utterance operates and which it transforms. Her utterance picks out the external situation that 

‘it’ refers to as the point of departure for a message about that situation and predicates 

something of it. The verb Process ‘is’ functions to profile a temporal relation (Langacker 

1987: 214-215) between two nodes in the local topology, viz. the situation referred to by ‘it’ 

and the nominal group a pigsty. The selection of the simple present tense establishes the 

speaker, Dion, as the agent who is responsible for the orienting role of the utterance. This 

stands in contrast to the co-orienting function of the progressive tenses (past and present), 

which invites both addresser and addressee to attend to the process together. Processes profile 

temporal relations or interconnections between things at the same time that relations are 

conceptually dependent on the things that are interconnected (Langacker 1987: 215). In the 

present example, the Process profiles a temporal relationship between two nodes in the local 

representational topology, i.e. the mess in the room caused by the cockatoo and evoked or 

apperceived virtual representations of pigsties, other messy rooms, messy pets, careless pet 

owners, etc. to which the state of the room is unflatteringly compared and which draw upon a 

stock of such representations as grounded in prior experience. 

Representations are defined by their presuppositions – what is implicit and not explained and 

by their contrast spaces. (They define what the relevant options for the representation are). 

The presuppositions are the underlying representational topologies that make up the 

dimensions of a representational state space, while the state space is defined by a distribution 

of particular differentiations in that state space, a particular partition of possibilities into 

distinct basins of attraction. Linguistic utterances are norm-governed actions. This is so in the 

sense that the members of a common culture regularly associate a particular norm of socially 

appropriate behaviour with a given class of action. This means that social actors expect each 

other to make (approximately) the same association and to behave appropriately in relation to 

the norm that is specified. Experiential meaning can therefore be understood as normative 

differentiators that have the functional capacity in some social situation that is commonly 

understood by participants to be associated with or to induce apperceptions of underlying 

presupposed representations on the part of the various participants in the situation. 

Experiential differentiators do not encode representations of mental or social contents. 

Instead, they are normative patterns that have the power to evoke or to induce situationally 

appropriate representations that are common to all the participants in the situation. 

Categories of experiential grammar (Halliday 2004 [1985]: chap. 5) are differentiators: they 

do not encode some pre-existing content or state of affairs. Instead, they differentiate 

(partition) the world (1) by inducing apperceptions of previous experienced situations and 

events with which the linguistic differentiator covaried in the agent’s first-person experience; 

and (2) in doing so they indicate a usually quite delimited contrast space of possibilities in the 

form of relevant equivalence classes (Garfinkel 1981: 51-66) of presupposed underlying 

representations. Statistical learning is relevant here too. Infants learn to sensitize to the 

distributional patterns of vocalizations, gaze vectors, pointing, and the specific event types 

with which these covary in the situations in which they are embedded (Section 3). It is in this 

way that infants learn how language structure attunes them to virtual experience. It is in this 
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sense that utterances can be said to operate on a semantically structured space of implicit 

underlying representations which they transform by adding to them, modifying them, 

subtracting from them, and so on (see Bickhard 1998: 206). Apperception means that 

utterances are integrated with previous experience in memory in ways that get channelled in 

particular directions by the contrast sets of representations that the utterance evokes for 

participants. Because lexicogrammatical patterns are conventional resources, they have the 

functional capacity to evoke underlying or implicit presupposed networks of representations 

that are mutually accessible to all participants in the situation. Thus, utterances are 

conventional means of specifying implicit systems of representations to all participants on the 

basis of cultural learning. Participants learn how specific utterance-types indicate more 

information that is available in the form of the utterance itself by learning the normative 

conditions under which utterances are conventionally interpreted. 

In this way, complex associative networks of representations get built up in memory. The 

associative connections that are built up through experience form integrated cognitive maps of 

the person’s world as more and more associations are created through processes of adding to, 

subtracting from, and modifying the underlying representational topology along with its 

subjective feeling gradients. Habitual or routine experience of vocal and other stimulus events 

serves to trigger or catalyse apperceptions of similar experiences of such events and the 

environmental experiences with which they covaried in prior experience. Apperceptions set 

up cascades or flows of associations that increase in duration and density at the same time that 

they catalyse further connections as well as complex hierarchies of increasingly abstract terms 

in conceptual-semantic networks. A vocalization sets off a soliton-like wave in the excitable 

medium of the brain. The wave forges and accelerates a phase transition when a critical 

threshold is crossed. In this way, a catalytic pathway to each item in the network is created 

thereby setting off a self-replicating, auto-catalytically closed network. Every item in the 

entire network is accessible and retrievable through a catalytic pathway of associations that 

serve to evoke each other (Carpenter and Davia 2006: 1082; Sections 13-14).  

In overcoming the structural constraints of the excitable medium in this way, each item in the 

associative network is accessible through a catalytic pathway that links all the items in an 

auto-catalytically closed, semantically coherent network of relations. A network of this kind 

both gives rise to flows of cognition and is triggered by them in a self-replicating and self-

expanding network of associations that constitutes a thermodynamically more stable structure 

– a globally coherent assemblage -- than do any of the separate items taken singly. The 

overall associative network is therefore a thermodynamically more stable product than the 

individual component items. The catalytic process overcomes the structural constraints of the 

diverse items’ properties and connection strengths and in so doing it facilitates the forging of 

a catalytic pathway that links all of the items in an overall conceptual-semantic assemblage. 

The soliton-like wave generated by vocal tract activity delivers the energy that is needed to 

change the structure of the excitable medium of the brain in order to facilitate the phase 

transitions required for the network to be activated (Carpenter and Davia 2006: 1082).  
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Gabora (2004) argues persuasively that the entire conceptual-semantic network, or 

“worldview” in her terms, is a cultural replicator, not the individual ideas that comprise it. Her 

argument is that “a gesture or idea is how a worldview reveals itself in a particular context” 

(Gabora 2004). This would be so because only a fragment of a person’s worldview gets 

expressed or revealed at any given time. This would mean that the conceptual-semantic 

network is a cultural replicator, not the individual items that comprise it. However, phonetic 

gestures (the stimulus) do not express or reveal ideas. This suggests a vestige of the code view 

that I have rejected. Utterances, as argued above, trigger the activation of patterns of neuronal 

activation that have the capacity to evoke conceptual-semantic networks. Utterances are 

culturally stabilized differentiators that serve as indicators of future interactive potential that 

may or may not be successfully activated (Section 8). Successful worldviews get repeatedly 

activated and elaborated because they work. Therefore, they get selected and replicated 

through processes of cultural transmission on account of their potential future success. 

However, as pointed out above (this Section), phonetic gestures are cultural replicators; they 

replicate through processes of cultural learning and transmission and enforced social 

obligation in the sense that languages constitute norms of behaviour to which individual 

speakers of the language are expected to conform (DeLanda 2011: 56). As external resources 

that can trigger or catalyze the activation of conceptual-semantic networks in individuals, 

vocal tract gestures therefore rely upon regular, habitual, norm replicating patterns so that the 

required population-level entrainment effects can occur (Sections 6, 17). 

Linguistic replicators are catalysts that have the functional capacity to amplify or to inhibit the 

self-organizing processes made possible by intense matter-energy flows. It is these flows that 

characterize the range of stable states and forms of organization available to a particular social 

system, not abstract forms variably located in the heads of individuals or seen as the outputs 

of systemic choices. Lexicogrammatical forms are catalysts in the sense that they are 

operators that can act as control switches or knobs, so to speak, to select one stable state over 

another. Lexicogrammatical differentiators are semantic control parameters that specify, 

informationally speaking, the ways in which a socially organized flow of matter and energy 

can be affected. They can trigger a qualitative shift from one stable state to another in a 

system close to one of its critical states (Hollis et al 2009: 217); Section 9). The digitalization 

of these semantic parameters keeps them constant and discrete. However, other parameters 

can be varied quantitatively, e.g. semantic grading of, say, adjectives (very good) or prosodic 

amplification and intensification that increase the amount of energy flowing into the system (a 

person’s body or assemblage of bodies) until a critical threshold is reached, resulting in a 

cognitive, affective, or behavioural change. Such changes are qualitative, not quantitative. A 

body or a social assemblage of bodies (human and nonhuman) is qualitatively transformed 

from one cognitive, affective, behavioural or juridical, etc.  state to some other. Moreover, 

linguistic catalysts, like catalysts in general, mean that “low expenditure of energy can bring 

about high energy transformations.” (DeLanda 2002: 147). Lexicogrammatical patterns are 

cultural replicators that can bring about phenotypic effects, for example, when large flows of 

energy are triggered by a single directive emanating, for example, from the CEO of a large 

company.  
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Such was the case when, on Saturday, 29

th
 October 2011, Alan Joyce, CEO of the Australian 

airline QANTAS ordered with immediate effect a worldwide grounding of the entire 

QANTAS fleet and the lockout of QANTAS employees in response to a series of strikes and 

failed negotiations between the QANTAS Board of Directors and unions representing three 

different groups of QANTAS employees. (http://www.smh.com.au/travel/travel-news/live-

fwa-orders-qantas-dispute-terminated-20111030-1mq0o.html#comments). An airline like 

QANTAS is a form of social organization that exists in a constant state of metastable 

readiness. This is only possible because of the enormous expenditure of energy required to 

hold a certain form of social organization in place in such a state. In other words, the CEO’s 

directive is transformed in a myriad of ways on many different temporal and spatial scales of 

organizational and individual agency into a large number of smaller flows affecting more 

specific assemblages that are the parts that make up the whole of QANTAS. As Foucault and 

DeLanda have shown, this requires the constant drill and discipline of bodies. It therefore 

requires the control and organization of human and other nonhuman bodies (e.g. aircraft) in 

social arrangements that enable the flows of matter and energy that define the given 

metastable states that are characteristic of a particular form of social organization such as an 

international airline like QANTAS (DeLanda 2002: 147). An act of linguistic catalysis is not 

necessarily a single flow on a single spatial or temporal scale, but can involve a multiplicity 

of flows on many different spatial and temporal scales. These can range from an intimate 

encounter between two persons to the interactions between transnational corporations, nation 

states, and so on. 

Lexicogrammatical differentiators operate on socially organized matter and energy flows in 

ways that may or may not be successful. A successful differentiation is able to inhibit and/or 

amplify these socially organized matter-energy flows. A linguistic differentiator acts as a 

catalyst in the sense that it functions as an abstract operator on, in the first instance, pre-

linguistic social reality; it can switch these matter-energy flows and arrangements from one 

stable state to another, i.e. from one attractor to another without itself changing. Second-order 

grammatical patterns arise in the first instance from first-order languaging dynamics as the 

mainly unplanned statistical consequences in a population of the constant efforts to coordinate 

and stabilize intentions, thinking, decision making, and so on around social norms. However, 

these second-order patterns act back on and constrain the first-order dynamics in various 

ways. In other words, second-order patterns function as order parameters that set limits on and 

stabilize the formal shape of first-order patterns. Once this occurs, catalytic constraints start to 

combine with each other to form operator-argument type dependency and other relations. 

These grammatical constraints have the capacity to operate on a semantically differentiated 

world of stable, socially organized matter-energy states and flows, forcing a metastable 

dynamical system of this kind from one stable attractor to another (DeLanda 2002: 291).  

The increasing standardization of these efforts through processes of norm replication and 

grammaticalization may be seen as a way of making more explicit these intentions, thoughts, 

decisions, and so on, by allowing for their second-order articulation as grammatico-semantic 

categories. However, we should not overlook the ways in which these same processes of 

standardization entail a whole disciplinary apparatus comprising enforcement and 

http://www.smh.com.au/travel/travel-news/live-fwa-orders-qantas-dispute-terminated-20111030-1mq0o.html#comments
http://www.smh.com.au/travel/travel-news/live-fwa-orders-qantas-dispute-terminated-20111030-1mq0o.html#comments
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legitimation practices that are deployed and propagated throughout a population to achieve 

large-scale forms of coercive coordination required by governmental and bureaucratic 

institutions and corporations and their agencies for the economic, political, and cultural 

organization of whole societies. 

29. Affective Capacities and Intensive Processes of Differentiation 

Body movements relate persons to each other. Bodies have active capacities to affect and 

passive capacities to be affected by the actions of others. During an interactive encounter 

between persons, body parts undergo controlled transformations in the form of articulated 

movement patterns that have the capacity to affect others. At any given time, a body 

comprises capacities to act and to be acted upon to varying degrees or intensities. An 

interactive assemblage of persons on an occasion of talk acts on these capacities and 

transforms them in ways that yield emergent effects by virtue of their forming an assemblage 

with other bodies. Interactional synchrony (Condon and Sander 1974) resulting from the 

cross-modal entrainment of the bodily rhythms of two or more persons in dyadic interaction is 

a most basic, hard-wired capacity in this sense. These emergent effects can either mesh 

productively with bodies to form other connections in the assemblage as a whole, or fail to 

mesh productively in ways that diminish the power of the body to mesh productively with the 

assemblage as a whole. First-order languaging is a fluid or mobile assemblage of bodies along 

with aspects of their worlds (e.g. features of situations, artefacts, technologies, etc.). The 

micro-temporal bodily dynamics of first-order languaging behaviour tap into the core 

predisposition of humans to synchronize their bodily rhythms with each other. The reciprocal 

effects of this synchronization serve to generate the required arousal once a certain threshold 

of intensity is reached, leading to a spontaneous transformation or reorganization of the inter-

individual dynamics that couple persons to each other in a dynamical state of interactional 

synchrony. Persons can entrain to each other’s neural and bodily dynamics once the required 

threshold of arousal has been crossed and prior symmetries are broken.  

On this basis, one person is able to affect another person in ways that orient the second person 

to the first person’s locus of cognitive or perceptual processing. In this way, a shared 

perceptual or cognitive focus is achieved. Our local phenomenology biases us to look at the 

discrete elements that compose the end result. We see and hear etc. the gestures, the 

utterances and the achievement of shared cognitive or perceptual focus that results. These 

elements are, in reality, only the end products of intensive processes of differentiation, i.e. the 

flows and thresholds that are the necessary processes for the emergence of these end products 

(DeLanda 2011: 130). The meshing of bodies to form an assemblage sets up the conditions 

for the progressive differentiation of a topological continuum of intensive differences into a 

more metric, measurable and segmented material reality corresponding to our familiar 

everyday world and its ‘segmentation’ into the familiar molar objects, bodies, events, and so 

on.  

The segmentation of utterances into words and other patterns based on the perception of 

wordings puts the focus on finished products. These products amount to what Deleuze 

recognized as ‘rigid segmentarities’ (1994: 222). Wordings are the second-order codifications 
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of what were, in the first instance, the unintended statistical consequences of very many 

efforts of individuals to coordinate with each other in a population or interpersonal network of 

interacting individuals. Historically, these emergent second-order consequences of first-order 

interactions became more and more codified by literacy practices. That is, they were reified as 

a second-order code of normative typifications that became the basis of descriptive 

typologies. These typologies are based on descriptions and classifications of the static 

properties of fixed essences that get reified by a phenomenology of abstract forms, e.g. 

wordings. Various forms of disciplinary procedures enforce conformity to these norms, 

including the agencies of symbolic control in the media and education systems.  

Wordings are formal abstracta that typically form the basis of many text-based transcriptions 

of interactional events. This means that such events are treated as reified final products that 

can be segmented into abstract units of variable spatial and temporal extension. Moreover, the 

dynamical properties of these products and the units that comprise them are defined as low 

intensity equilibria, i.e. as formal instantiations of higher-order systemic properties that 

eliminate the intensive gradients that are the drivers of interaction (Deleuze 2004 [1968]: 

chap. 4). On the other hand, first-order languaging behaviour is comprised of populations of 

interacting pico-scale events that are defined by intensive differences that are maintained in a 

far-from-equilibrium condition by a continuous throughput of matter and energy throughout 

the lifetime of the particular interactive event. It is only in first-order interactivity that 

gradients are maintained; the flows and fluxes of intensive differences and critical thresholds 

of material dynamics define the processes of first-order languaging behaviour. The latter is 

irreducible to second-order products such as text-based transcriptions and the units into which 

they are segmented on different levels, e.g., turns, discourse moves, sentences, clauses, 

phrases, words. 

On the other hand, first-order languaging behaviour always takes place between individuals – 

both human and non-human – in a population of individuals. The pico-scale dynamical 

properties of first-order languaging behaviour are akin to Deleuze’s “molecular fluxes with 

thresholds or quanta” (1994: 222) that are far more fluid, dynamic, and less stratified. They 

are far closer to our biology and to what make us living, feeling, animate beings. As Deleuze 

observes of these molecular fluxes, “many things happen on this second line – becomings, 

micro-becomings, which don’t even have the same rhythm as “our” history … “ (Deleuze 

1994: 222). Moreover, these micro-becomings, perhaps corresponding to micro-perceptions 

and micro-affects, fine sensorimotor differentiations that elude their homogenization to 

second-order constructs, can be harnessed in socially coordinated first-order languaging in 

ways that give rise to new assemblages, new forms of distributed cognitive systems, new 

forms of interactivity, and new forms of human intelligence. 

On this view, the emphasis is less on the fixed properties of these bodies than on their 

capacities to affect and be affected in a field of intensive differences (Deleuze 2004 [1968]: 

292-302; DeLanda 2002: 62). An interactive encounter between persons puts persons and 

aspects of their worlds into new functional relationships with one another. Individual persons 

have a variety of means for forming assemblages with others. Linguistics has tended to focus 
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on the intrinsic properties of language, usually seen in typological terms. An enormous 

amount of descriptive detail has been accumulated in this sense. However, we know less 

about the capacities of individuals to form an assemblage when persons engage in first-order 

languaging. Capacities are not the same as intrinsic properties. An utterance can be described 

in terms of its intrinsic properties, e.g. its phonological, lexicogrammatical, and other 

properties. However, its capacity to afford interaction with another person is not a matter of 

yet another intrinsic property (DeLanda 2002: 63). Instead, we need to investigate the 

productive role that utterances can play in the formation of assemblages when humans exploit 

distributed cognitive systems to make things happen, to solve problems, etc.  

Like affordances in Gibson’s theory, capacities are relational; they need to be exercised and 

therefore they may depend on the co-presence and co-orientation of other individuals, both 

human and non-human. Capacities are capacities to affect and to be affected. In this sense, 

they are symmetric. Someone’s utterance directed my way affords an opportunity to engage 

with the other person just as I may say something to him or her thereby affecting the other 

person and engaging his interest or attention. Languaging behaviour is the “glue and grout of 

social co-ordination” (Steffensen, Thibault, and Cowley 2010: 208) in such encounters 

because it articulates heterogeneous elements (e.g. persons, artefacts, tools, technologies, etc.) 

as social-cognitive-affective assemblages without in any way sacrificing the heterogeneity 

and autonomy of the component parts, which retain their capacity to be detached from any 

given assemblage and attached to others. When such a system arises, the capacities of the 

different components interact with each so that the new whole has emergent properties. By 

the same token, the new whole – the assemblage -- constrains and enables its components, 

damping or inhibiting some capacities, amplifying and extending others, as well as adding 

still others. 

30. Mutual Attunement, Meaning, and Entrainment to Population-level Cultural 

Dynamics 

In co-ordinated first order languaging between persons, individuals attune to and track in 

space and time pico-scale bodily events of each other that take place on timescales of the 

order of milliseconds to fractions of seconds. Individuals adjust their sense organs on these 

very rapid timescales to explore, to track and to modify the sensory input obtained from 

diverse sources, e.g. vocalizing, gesturing, head movements, eye gaze, facial expressions, 

bodily orientation, and so on, in a changing multimodal array that is integrated over time and 

located in space as a multimodal interactive event. Brains attune to and feed off bodily events 

on very fast timescales (Freeman 2000: 105). This is an active and intentional process of 

adaptive exploration of these events.  It is a commonplace of many linguistic and semiotic 

theories to say that meanings exist between persons, not ‘in’ them, although these same 

theories are not very forthcoming with causal explanations of the mechanisms that make this 

possible. No shared physical substrate is shown to exist that would make this possible.  

Generally speaking, reified generalities like abstract social or cognitive codes are postulated 

as the means whereby individuals semiotically mediate their relations with their worlds. We 

have already seen that vocal tract gestures and the stimulus information that they project into 
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the environment do not contain and transmit meanings. The subjective experience of meaning 

can be activated in the brains of individual persons on the basis of their unique experience. 

Individual persons have the capacity to affect and to be affected by each other. This includes 

the capacity to induce meanings in other persons. Assemblages of persons draw on biological 

and cultural resources to co-ordinate their meanings and activities in ways that can lead to 

newly emergent structures and possibilities for thinking, feeling, and acting in the 

assemblage. This is how a distributed cognitive-affective system works. Both bodily activities 

such as vocalizations and other bodily movements and external resources enable persons to be 

coupled to each other and to aspects of their external environments.  

According to both the motor theory of speech perception (Liberman and Mattingly 1985; 

McNeilage et al 1967) and the gestural theory of co-articulation (Browman and Goldstein 

1992, 1995), listeners entrain to the vocal tract gestures of speakers and reconstruct them in 

their brains.  Fowler (1986, 2010) uses Gibson’s (1986 [1979]) theory of event perception to 

show that speech sounds provide information about the vocal tract events that cause the 

sounds and that speaker’s attune to each other’s vocal tract gestures. The listener thus 

reconstructs and attunes to the speaker’s gestures. This has clear emotional and affiliative 

consequences for the kinds of social bonding that occurs when social-affective-cognitive 

assemblages of individuals are formed (Freeman 1995: 123-134). This includes in my view 

non-cognitive emotional or affiliative language – what Malinowski called “phatic 

communion”. Phatic communion “serves to establish bonds of personal union between people 

brought together by the mere need of companionship and does not serve any purpose of 

communicating ideas.” (Malinowski 1936: 314-316). Attunement also facilitates entrainment 

to the semantic differentiations in the human forebrain. The perception of the speaker’s vocal 

tract gestures provides the stimulation that can recreate previous patterns of activation that are 

stored as a configuration of connection strengths in a neural network. The stimulus does not 

contain a message that is decoded by the brain. Freeman (1995: 66) shows that the sensory 

cortices at the interface between brains and the external world work very differently from the 

encoding/decoding model.  

First, the stimulus is transduced by the receptor layer into a pattern of action potentials and 

“then into the cerebral cortex, through the thalamus to cortex” (Freeman 1995: 66).  t this 

point, the stable pattern destabilizes the entire sensory cortex so that the previous state, 

expressed in a spatial pattern of activity, is now expressed in a different spatial pattern, which 

is nonlinear and chaotic. Nonlinear and chaotic patterns, Freeman explains, create novel 

patterns (Freeman 1995: 67). Freeman (1995: 66) emphasises that this new pattern is 

“triggered, not selected, by the stimulus, and it is determined by prior experience with this 

class of stimulus.” (1995: 66). The stimulus – the vocal tract gesture and the auditory stimulus 

information it causes to be propagated through the medium of the surrounding air – is not the 

encoding of a pre-existing message that is transmitted to the listener, who in turn decodes it. 

Rather, the new pattern that is triggered expresses the “nature of the class and the meaning for 

the subject” (1995: 66). That is, the stimulus places the cortex in one of its basins of 

attraction. These are grounded in prior experience and work on the basis of apperception 

(Section 9).  
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The sensory data in the form of the auditory stimulus information provide the listener with 

information about the speaker’s vocal tract gestures (Section 15). In entraining to these 

patterns and in reconstructing the other person’s gestures in the speaker’s brain, this data 

triggers the structuring of the neuroactivity that leads to the activation of socially distributed 

classes of semantic differentiators in a population of languaging agents entrained to the 

population-level dynamics. The resulting semantic differentiators are a construction of the 

forebrain, not the decoding of a pre-existing message that was carried by the stimulus from a 

‘sender’ to a ‘receiver’. The perception by the listener of the speaker’s gesture and its 

reconstruction in the listener’s brain thus affords the recreation of the stable semantic 

differentiators that have been sampled from a population of similar patterns which the 

individual has detected on the basis of previous contextualized encounters with these gestures.  

31. First-order Languaging Dynamics: An Analysis 

First-order languaging dynamics and the reciprocities they create promote habits and routines 

that builds upon and extends the process which Stern (1997, 1998, 2004) called “moving on”, 

leading to the creation of a succession of now-moments (Section 14). Participants in 

languaging behaviour move along together, they enact and create a series of now-moments 

that have their origins in the narrative processes generated in core consciousness by the proto-

self (Section 11). These brief narrative units lasting no more than a few seconds give rise to 

intersubjective moments of affect-charged “meeting” which “increase the ability of the 

nervous system to intensify and co-regulate with someone else’s activity, and they occur only 

when the participants’ nervous systems have been able to engage in mutual adjustment and 

self-regulation -- the condition that Stern refers to as moving along.” (Hart 2011 [2006]: 27). 

These now-moments reciprocally bind the neural and bodily dynamics of dialogically 

coordinated participants in states of intersubjective entanglement (Section 32), resulting in 

mutual recognition and shared experience. Moments of dialogically coordinated meeting 

intensify the flow of affect through the entangled dynamics of dialogically coordinated agents 

and “promotes the nervous system’s capacity for self-regulation and attention control” (Hart 

2011: 27), for co-orientation, modification of feeling states, extended perception, and so on. 

Moments of meeting, as defined by Stern and Hart, are, to quote Hart, “a dyadic expansion of 

the consciousness.” (Hart 2011 [2006]: 27). The intersubjective processes of moving on and 

the resulting now-moments described by Stern and Hart are, in infant development, the 

precursors of conversational dialogue. Dialogue can thus be seen as successive loci or pulses 

of intersubjectively coordinated and deictically grounded experience that loop between 

participating agents in dialogue and their environment(s). Dialogue is a succession of now-

moments experienced in this intersubjective space-time. These now-moments are metricised 

rhythmic pulses or intervals of intersubjectively coordinated and deictically grounded 

experience that interactants co-orient to. Seen in this light, second-order lexicogrammatical 

resources are forms of cultural scaffolding that enable agents to solve problems of 

coordination as they attempt to mutually explore each other and move along together in 

dialogue. 

In the following paragraphs, I analyze a brief example to show first-order languaging 
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dynamics in action. Using techniques based on a combination of both multimodal interaction 

analysis and Praat software to analyze speech sounds (Thibault 2011: 223-232), I focus in 

detail on six micro-temporal or pico-scale phases, which are presented in Figures 4 to 9 

below. The episode is transcribed from a television documentary concerning the life of a 

family in Sydney (Australia). The two interactants, Laurie and Noeleen, who are husband and 

wife, respectively, argue about Laurie's inability to make any of the pens he is trying to write 

with work. The somewhat energetic exchange takes place around a bar in the kitchen-dining 

room area of their home. The analyzed material is no more than a brief example from the 

longer episode in which it occurred. 

Pico-phase 1 

This micro-phase consists of two pulses of energy in which N’s vocalizations and body 

movement are synchronized. In this micro-phase she seeks to secure L’s attention and to 

change L’s perception of one of the pens that he couldn’t get to work in an earlier phase of the 

interaction (not analyzed). In the first pulse, the utterance ‘yeah’ is synchronized with N. 

turning her attention back to her husband from the adjacent pen rack (on her left) from which 

she has just taken one of the pens that L. couldn’t get to work. She shows the pen, which she 

is holding in her right hand, to L. The pitch of her vocalization ‘yeah’ is rising-falling-rising, 

starting on 1961 Hz, reaching a peak of 2687 Hz, falling to 2015 Hz before finally rising to 

2892 Hz. The rising tone anticipates (Section 4) both her own next action at the same time 

that it anticipates the re-orientation of L. to the pen in her hand. The second pulse 

synchronizes the action of her briefly writing with the pen on a piece of paper lying in front of 

her on the bar top at the same time that she says ‘look’. The pitch melody of this utterance is 

in sharp contrast to ‘yeah’. This utterance initiates on a similar pitch range to ‘yeah’, i.e. 2037 

Hz, rises to a peak of 3315 Hz, only to fall sharply to around 1246 Hz. The concluding fall 

signals closure, not anticipation: she shows her husband that the pen really does work. 

  

N: yeah look 
N: turns towards L. holds pen in front of him on 'yeah', leans across bar towards him, 
starts writing on 'look'  
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 N:                                        jæ                                                            lʊk 

 

Figure 4: Pico-phase 1 

Pico-phase 2 

L’s response as shown in Figure 5 consists of the utterance ‘one of those I picked up first’ 

during which N. holds the pen in her hand in front of L. The pitch ranges from an initial 1214 

Hz to a final 109.1 Hz.  gain, the falling tone signals closure. L is evidently not open to N’s 

demonstration and persists with his own view of the matter. 

  

L: one of those I picked up first 
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L:              wən  əv  ðoz                  aj         pɪkt           əp                   fərst  

N:                                                                                          ðɪs             ɪz 

 

Figure 5: Pico-phase 2 

Pico-phase 3 

The demonstrative pronoun this in N’s utterance grounds the pen she is holding in her right 

hand to show to L. in deictically felt bodily experience. This can be explained as follows. The 

English demonstrative this consists of three sub-morphemic markers: /TH/ + /I/ + /S/ 

(Bottineau 2007: 55). Bottineau (op. cit.) shows that, in demonstrative this, the phono-

semantic operator /I/ assimilates past memory (/TH-/) to the item identified in the present 

(/S/). These three items are sub-morphemic markers or phono-semantic operators that depend 

on sensori-motor knowledge. The observer’s relation to an articulatory event such as  TH  is 

mediated by patterns of sensorimotor dependence, as discussed by Noë (2004) (Section 13).  

In the case, of demonstrative this, the sensori-motor knowledge constitutes in experience the 

representation of the concept /IDENTIFICATION OF INDICATED OBJECT WHICH YOU 

NOW REMEMBER/. Thus, the speaker, N, invites the listener, L, to locate in the physical 

world the object, i.e. the pen N is holding and referring to. Moreover, this object is presumed 

to have been already referred to, perceived, or otherwise known, in the situation and therefore 

to be held in concurrent working memory. The nominal group the one you had, which is 

coupled to the pen N is holding in her hand to show to L, accordingly assimilates the present 

act of showing to the past memory of the object. In this way, deictic this anchors the situation 

in felt bodily experience and in the spatio-temporal frames of reference connected to this. 

Figure 6, Frame 1 shows how N’s utterance, her right arm-hand + held pen, upper body 

orientation, and gaze constitute a vector of interest and attention that is directed to her 
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husband, L. as she shows him the pen and connects this present perception to his immediately 

prior experience of it.  

L’s utterance cannot be separated from this whole-body orientation in space and time and 

concomitant whole-body sensing, but is anchored in it and is inextricably a part of it. In this 

way, the two speakers establish and sustain a co-orientation frame that lasts for approximately 

0.978 s during which time interval the vocalization is synchronised with the other body 

movements described above before the shift in orientation indicated in Figure 6, Frame 2 

occurs. Figure 6, Frame 2 shows a shift in bodily orientation as N directs her gaze downwards 

and begins writing with the pen on a sheet of paper resting on the kitchen bench that lies 

between the two speakers while L continues writing on his own sheet of paper. 

N’s utterance this is the one you had partially overlaps with L’s prior utterance. Specifically, 

th- begins slightly before fi-: th- begins at 17.863 s and fi- starts at 17.979 s. The entire unit 

this is starts at 17.863 s, begins the overlay with first at 17.971 s, with first concluding at 

18.165 s, and overlapping and concluding in synchronization with the second syllable of this. 

These moments of overlap are pico-scale temporal events, having, in the present case, a 

duration of 0.186 s. The pitch of N’s utterance starts on 3055 Hz, peaks at 3531 Hz and 

concludes on 293.2 Hz on had. L’s overlapping first is, of course, the conclusion of the 

utterance analyzed in Figure 5. During the overlap with the start of N’s utterance, the pitch 

range varies very little – 563.9 Hz to 650.6 Hz. The overlap, the synchronization of the 

rhythms of the two speakers and the rapid, excited tempo of their speaking demonstrate 

entrainment effects as they track, explore and modulate each other in micro-time. On 

initiating this, N ceases writing (Figure 5) and again holds the pen in front of L, only to 

resume writing on conclusion of had at the end of her utterance. Throughout the duration of 

this utterance, N’s gaze is directed to L, before then being directed towards the writing task on 

saying had. L’s gaze is similarly directed to N in the same time interval. Again, this micro-

phase shows how language works synergistically with perception to orient to the environment 

as a whole-body process in order to adjust to and explore the environment, including 

environments that are not available to online perception. 

  

N: (this is) the one you had 
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N. shows pen in her hand to L 

N. gaze to L., which is reciprocated very briefly then L.'s gaze to rack on 'so' 

N begins writing on paper; L continues writing on his own sheet of paper 

N:        ðə                 wən                              ju                                hæd 

 

Figure 6: Pico-phase 3 

Pico-phase 4 

In this micro-phase, L’s utterance so I picked up one of those first synchronizes with the 

following body movement. In the initial phase of the utterance, L raises his left arm-hand, 

which is holding a pen in order briefly to show it to N. His hand-arm performs a pronounced 

downward beat gesture that is co-temporal with first, which also receives a great deal of 

emphatic stress. During this time interval, N continues writing on the paper; her gaze is 

oriented to that task. When L utters first this coincides with N’s uttering of right, which is 

synchronized with her head nod. L’s gaze is fixed on N throughout the entire utterance. N’s 

body articulates two principal orientations simultaneously. The primary one is expressed by 

her overall body position, her body posture, her gaze vector, and the position of her hands-

arms – all of these elements are co-synchronized and oriented to indicate her orientation to the 

writing task. Without modifying this orientation, N’s uttering of right and her co-temporal 

head nod as L utters first indicates a second, nested orientation, which is to what her husband 

is saying.  

The pitch range of L’s utterance is from an initial 1257 Hz to a closing pitch of 1420 Hz. The 

rise, as before, has an anticipatory function. In this case, L signals his intention to continue to 

hold the floor as he continues to develop his utterance (Figures 8 and 9). The brief overlap of 

L’s first with N’s right lasts approximately 0.170 ms and is characterized by a noticeable fall 

in pitch from 2676 Hz to 1809 Hz.  N’s non-committal tone and the falling pitch signal her 

intent to allow L to continue. Again, the overlap signals the ways in which the dynamics of 

languaging behaviour between persons reciprocally bind persons in states of intersubjective 
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entanglement as they explore each other’s dynamics on these rapid pico-scales and in doing 

so co-regulate each other’s attention, perception, involvement, and awareness. 

  

 

L: so I picked up one of those first 

N:                                                      right + head nod 

L. raises left- hand-arm holding pen and holds it in front of N. … then sharp downbeat on 

‘first’ 

L. gazes at writing task she is performing 

L:       so   aj       pɪkt       əp           wən   əv   ðoz                 fərst  

N:                                                                                                           rajt 

 

Figure 7: Pico-phase 4 
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Pico-phase 5 

L’s utterance is characterized by a strong beat gesture, which coincides with third, which also 

receives emphatic stress. His gaze is directed at N during his emphatic, rapid delivery of this 

utterance. L’s attention remains focused on the writing task, thereby sustaining the same 

postural orientation described in relation to Figure 7 above. On conclusion of his utterance, L 

begins a shift in orientation towards to the pen rack on his right. 

  

L:  I said that's the third one 

L. arm downbeat, culminating on 'third' + gaze held on L. on ‘third’ before being directed 

to pen rack on his right; 

L: gaze re-engages N. 

L:         aj   sɛd                  ðæts                 ðə                 θərd                        wən 

 

Figure 8: Pico-phase 5 
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Pico-phase 6 

During this utterance, L shifts orientation to the pen rack as his right arm, head, gaze and 

upper body orient to the pen rack whilst he reaches towards it to replace the pen he was 

holding. N’s head and gaze turn left to track this shift in L’s orientation. During the latter part 

of his utterance (hear me say that), his head turns briefly back to L in order to re-establish 

more direct interpersonal contact with her in a brief surge in intensity that this head 

movement captures. Also noteworthy is the higher energy level and therefore the increased 

salience of say along with the surge in pitch that L’s uttering of say evidences.  The initial 

pitch of this utterance is around 856.4 and at the end drops to 444 Hz after reaching a high of 

1311 Hz at the beginning of say. 

  

L: didn't you hear me say that? 

L. puts pen he had taken back on rack 

L. gaze to rack then back to paper he is writing on; N's gaze tracks L's action 
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L:      dɪdənt     ju              hɪr              mi                        se                      ðæt 

 

Figure 9: Pico-phase 6 

 

Some Further Implications of the Analysis 

We do things with our voices and other bodily movements that have the capacity to affect 

others. In minding and en-minding others with our voices we perform actions. The voice 

gives us access to others because we can change them with our voice and its many 

possibilities for modulation and differentiation. In the code view, we think of the voice as an 

encoder of ideas or meanings that we only have indirect access to. However, vocalizing is, 

above all, action that can move and change others. The direct effects upon the world that our 

voices can exercise are thus able to influence the indirect cognitive access we have that is 

dependent on neural coding. Voices extend our agency and our worlds because their direct, 

material agency brings about changes in others that in turn have the capacity to change our 

understandings of the world. It is this direct contact (e.g., the voice, the hands, and so on) that 

gives us our grip on the world and renders our ideas and understandings veridical. It is 

through this direct contact with and acting on the world that our more abstract ideas and 

understandings are enhanced. 

First-order languaging as in vocalizing and related behaviours is a process of orienting both 

addressee and addresser. Both interpreting agents orient to and experience the integration of 

bodily activities and lexicogrammatical formats and patterns which are assembled and 

harnessed as a dynamic time-bound trajectory. The resulting meanings are distributed 

between all of the agents (addressers, addressees, observers) and vary according to the feeling 

states of the individual’s body, the perspectives and psychological situations of the 
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participants, their personal histories and concomitant experiences, and their perceptions and 

understandings of the circumstances in which the languaging behaviour takes place. Meaning 

is an emergent and variable process which does not correspond to an external reality, but is 

constantly negotiable and able to be adjusted in order that some kind of working agreement, 

however contingent and context-bound, about what is meant, can be arrived at. Languaging is 

a means of attending to experience in concerted fashion with either others or with the self in 

ways which afford ways of responding to and transforming the situation, including felt bodily 

responses to it, by providing the possibility for increased specification of the experience to be 

articulated. These processes take place across many different bodily and extra-bodily scales.  

For example, the dynamics of the speaker’s voice may provoke in the listener physiological 

responses (e.g., tensed muscles) which are felt by the addressee as feeling states of the body 

that provide implicit evaluations of and potential responses to the situation. Voice prosodies 

such as perceived patterns of rhythm, tempo or pacing, intonation (tone) and degree of 

loudness afford ways of synchronizing with the rhythms of the speaker and in achieving 

arousal, affective attunement, interpersonal harmony or convergence, and so on. Inter-

individual patterning of this kind thus constitutes a mutual form of body-sensing and body-

attunement that can bring about a qualitative shift in the experiences of the interlocutors. 

Prosodies also interact with and are integrated to lexicogrammatical units in various ways to 

signal salience, contrast, modal stances, and so on. They can, therefore, bring about a 

qualitative shift in participants’ perceptions and understandings of lexicogrammatical units 

along with the referent situations that they construe. Phono-semantic operators (morphemic 

sub-markers) (Bottineau 2007:55) enact forms of deictic sensing and orientation that anchor 

the situation in felt bodily experience and the reference points attached to that. Wordings 

couple deictically grounded felt experience to the historically accumulated cultural experience 

of a population and the networks of associations, norms, and values (individual, social, and 

cultural) that wordings evoke by apperceptively matching current experience with previous 

experience, including felt bodily experience. 

Meaning is not the starting point of this process, but is its emergent and always distributed 

achievement. Languaging is a form of exploratory activity that is oriented to the achieving of 

meanings, to making them emerge in the temporal flow of the activity itself. Languaging is a 

way of completing what was partially implicit, in the process transforming the nature of the 

situation and the values and understandings of its participants, though by no means in 

identical ways for all the persons involved. Emergent meanings do not reflect the situation, 

but dynamically transform it in the process of activating concerted thinking between 

participants. Meanings are crystallized in this process rather than being the preformed and 

static inputs to operations of encoding and decoding. 

32. The Quantum Coherence of Whole-body Sense-making and the Ontology of 

Entanglement 

Through first-order languaging we become entangled with and interwoven with each other’s 

bodies and bodily feelings. The study of conversation has for the most part focused on verbal 

patterns and other abstracta such as discourse moves, conversational turns, and so on. Oddly, 
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bodies and their articulatory capacities are seen as the encoders and transmitters of these 

abstracta. Linguistic and discourse-analytical approaches talk in terms of 

addressers/addressees, senders/receivers, or at best in terms of speakers/listeners. In these 

conceptions, addressers/addressees, senders/receivers, and so on, are local points in space-

time, reflecting the metaphysical premises of classical physics. These approaches remove the 

life from languaging. 

With the exception of the latter pair of terms, none of these terms accounts for the ways in 

which languaging is not simply or only heard and seen; it is also felt. First-order languaging is 

a felt whole-body experience. Languaging is underpinned by the always dialogical, 

enkinaesthetic, entanglements of agents with each other (Stuart and Thibault Forthcoming). 

Bodily feelings, neurohormonal flows, blood pressure, galvanic skin response, physiological 

arousal and response, bodily displays, and action tendencies, to varying degrees of intensity, 

are synchronized as organized affective and bodily responses of whole living beings to each 

other. Such responses are reciprocal though not usually or necessarily symmetric. Your 

display of anger towards me does not mean ipso facto that I too will feel anger towards you. I 

may do so, but I may also instead feel shame, embarrassment, humiliation, etc.  

Experimental psychologists have investigated the link between language comprehension and 

activation of the neural substrates of action and emotion (Gallese, et al., 1996; Gallese, 

Keysers & Rizzolatti, 2004; and Rizzolatti, et al., 1996). When it comes to language, these 

approaches have focused on the same kinds of abstracta referred to above, viz. 

lexicogrammatical patterns. In one such experiment conducted by Mouilso et al (2007), 

participants were asked to read “angry, sad or neutral sentences to decide if the sentences 

made sense” (Mouilso et al 2007: 1326): “Sense judgments are made by moving a lever (see 

Figure 4) so that the time taken to move the lever can be used as a behavioral measure of the 

level of bodily activation associated with the emotion produced by the sentence.” (Mouilso et 

al 2007: 1326) These approaches may tell us something about the ways in which second-order 

language has the potential to constrain and trigger enkinaesthetic responses. Thus, the cultural 

values and connotations that are evoked by particular lexicogrammatical patterns and their 

associated value-stances can trigger bodily feelings (Thibault 2005a: 288-299).  

However, my concern in this paper lies in articulating an alternative to mechanistic views of 

talk that abstract away from body dynamics. Such views have predominated in conversation 

analysis and in discourse analysis. In these approaches, discourse-analytical or conversation 

analytical units such as ‘moves’ and ‘turns’ are said to be combined into sequences on the 

basis of rule-governed regularities that remove language from felt experience and personal 

history (Section 1). From the present perspective, these approaches fail to see that languaging 

is grounded in dialogically coordinated pico scale bodily events that are not merely heard and 

seen. They are also felt and sensed as whole-body experiences and feeling states (Cowley 

2006). The fact that languaging is intimately and intrinsically connected to bodily feelings 

and sensations and the evaluations of situations that persons make about their own and other’s 

feelings is of course entirely unaccounted for in these approaches. However, languaging just 

is whole-body sense-making. I argue that this felt dimension is absolutely fundamental to our 
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experiencing and interpretation of first-order languaging (and much more). This view is 

supported by the experimental research of Gick and Derrick (2009), which showed that the 

neural processing of speech integrates naturalistic event-relevant tactile information during 

auditory speech perception. 

Schrödinger’s (1983 [1935]) used the term ‘entanglement’ to describe how two physical 

systems that enter into physical interaction with each other can never be the same again, even 

after they have separated, owing to the reciprocal influence of the one on the other 

(Schrödinger 1935: 555). The two systems thus become, according to Schrödinger, 

“entangled”. In making this point, I am drawing on one of the fundamental lessons of 

contemporary physics to the effect that the coupling of microscopic quantum events to 

macroscopic ones means that the microscopic will affect the macroscopic. This is very 

different from saying that speakers and listeners, in their languaging, are atomistic monads 

(individuals) that are reducible to more and more micro states and properties on ever small 

scales, or that they encode, ‘transmit’ and ‘decode’ information or meanings to and from each 

other.  

In the case of human interaction, the earlier work of Condon and Ogston (1966) and Condon 

(1970); see also Condon and Sander 1974), using high speed sound film techniques to analyse 

the flux of interactional behaviour between persons, showed that the assumption of discrete 

behavioural units that exist or occur “within and between the behaviour of individuals” 

(Condon and Ogston 1966: 338) does not hold. Instead, the very material nature of interaction 

dynamics transformed this into a recognition of what these authors called “”patterns of 

change” within ongoing behavior” (1966: 338). To quote Condon and Ogston: 

Intensive analysis revealed harmonious or synchronous organization of change between 

body motion and speech in both intra-individual and interactional behavior. Thus the 

body of the speaker dances in time with his speech. Further, the body of the listener 

dances in rhythm with that of the speaker! 

(Condon and Ogston 1966: 338) 

The theory of mirror neurons is pertinent here. Mirror neurons connect observation and 

behaviour. Italian researchers Gallese, Rizzolati and Arbib, Fogassi, Fadiga, and others 

discovered mirror neurons, at the University of Parma, Italy in the 1990’s. These researchers 

discovered that mirror neurons are activated both when someone observes another individual 

carrying out an action perceived to be intentional and when the same person carries out the 

same action. Mirror neurons are, in part, the neurological substrate for understanding and 

predicting another’s observed actions. They suggest a relationship between observation of the 

behaviour of others and our understanding of it, including the ability to imitate others. In 

suggesting that the other is virtually present in our brains, we are able to relate to and 

empathise with the embodied perspectives of others as well as understand and anticipate 

others’ intentions. Infants quickly pick up the vocal, facial, and other body actions associated 

with languaging. In observing and attending to the languaging behaviour of others, infants’ 

neuronal activity builds connections between the motor cortex, perceived positions and 
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movements of the articulators (lips, tongue, etc.) and the pick up through observation of 

auditory, visual, kinesic, and other information of the other person’s vocal tract, facial and 

other movements.  

First-order languaging is a form of concerted activity between persons. It promotes the forms 

of observation and attendant emotional involvement or empathetic attachment that lead to the 

activation of the observer’s premotor system in the frontal cortex. In this way, the patterns of 

neuronal activation that occur prime or ready the observer for the action though without 

necessarily entailing that the observer carries out the observed action. Mirror neurons allow us 

to co-participate in, or to co-author, virtually speaking, the other’s actions without actually 

performing the action in question (Bråten 2007). In this sense, they may play a role in the 

forms of concerted rehearsal discussed in Section 3. The observation of another’s actions does 

not, therefore, automatically translate into the observer’s execution of a similar action.  

Languaging is a form of rehearsal in which the extremely fine-grained differentiations made 

by co-articulated vocal tract gestures and prosodies enable others to recreate in their neural 

activity similar patterns. Such patterns enable observers to perceive or to simulate an 

understanding of the other’s meanings and perspectives from the observer’s own perspective. 

The concerted nature of languaging also means that languaging agents are entrained to 

similar, not necessarily identical, patterns. Agents accordingly develop shared expectations as 

to what the observed behaviours are.  

The focus on verbal abstracta and the concomitant failure to provide a naturalistic grounding 

to languaging behaviour has led to the neglect of the temporal dimension of language 

behaviour. Timing not just time (let alone clock time) is crucial here, as is rhythm. Co-

constructed interaction between two (or more) agents crucially involves timing. The 

neurological dynamics of the brain function as a system of oscillating processes on very many 

time scales. Many aspects of observable language dynamics occur on very fast scales. The 

notion of pico-scale bodily dynamics has been developed to demonstrate the centrality of very 

short or rapid time-scales that are involved in many aspects of vocalizing, eye movements, 

rhythm, tone, gesture, and much more.  These phenomena are not readily captured by 

conventional analysis and transcription. These descriptive methods focus on second order 

abstracta of the kind that linguistics over the past 100 years has specialized in documenting.  

Crucially, the central nervous system is a system of oscillators and the modulatory 

relationships between oscillators. Neurons and neuron circuits are oscillatory and are 

modulated by influences from other neurons and neuron circuits in distributed networks of 

brain activity. These, in turn, coordinate the pico-scale bodily dynamics that are co-

orchestrated as emergent, inter-individual dynamical patterns when two or more agents co-

synchronize their neural and bodily dynamics in dialogically coordinated interaction. 

Oscillators have the functional capacity to synchronize with and entrain to one another’s 

behaviour (DeLanda 2002: 92). In a population of interacting agents, the capacity to 

synchronize and entrain to other agents and to other, non-human individuals (e.g. 

environmental affordances) on different spatio-temporal scales allows for the coordination of 

internal biological rhythms and external social ones (see also Lefebvre 2004 [1992]: 38-45). 
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In a population of interacting agents, synchronization is catalyzed by signals  -- e.g. optical, 

chemical, mechanical (DeLanda 2002: 93), auditory, etc. – whose intensity must be 

maintained at a critical threshold for the synchronization to be maintained over a given time 

span. 

To successfully manage their interaction, agents-in-interaction must co-entrain their neural 

circuitry and bodily dynamics into a synchronous time-locked behavioural dance. Interactants 

attune to each other’s body dynamics on the pico-scale as a coupled system. What Buzsáki 

(2006: 8) calls the “feeling of time” of human agents ranges from tens of milliseconds to tens 

of minutes. It is this time span, according to Buzsáki, which corresponds to the “temporal 

range of brain oscillators, which may serve as an internal metric for time calibration” 

(Buzsáki 2006: 8). The best human time resolution is in the sub-seconds range, which 

corresponds to the pico-scale of the co-constructed bodily dynamics that are central to first-

order languaging. Neuronal oscillations related to pico-scale bodily dynamics are crucial to 

the functioning of languaging (Section 31).  

The brains and bodies of individual persons have the capacity to enter into co-synchronous 

patterns by changing their rhythm so as to converge over a given time span on a common or 

inter-individual pattern of rhythmic activity. Neurons have different frequencies, which are 

utilized to pull each other to a synchronized pattern. The stimulation of particular brain 

regions gives rise to synchronous patterns as various neuronal groups converge on the 

common pattern. In this way, individual brain structures are created when they synchronize to 

form coherent neural circuits that create rhythmic oscillations known as brain waves. These 

observations apply on the intra-individual level and lend support to the earlier research of 

Condon and Ogston (1966) regarding the “harmonious or synchronous organization of change 

between body motion and speech” on the intra-individual level. As pointed out above, these 

researchers also observed these same effects on the interactional or inter-individual level 

when, for example, two or more persons engage in conversation. It is now known that in 

interpersonal interaction, persons co-adapt and co-adjust to each other’s bodily and neuronal 

rhythms.  

Again, as Condon and Ogston (1966) showed, participants in conversation synchronize their 

bodily rhythms and movements with one another. They enter into a “resonance pattern” (Hart 

2008 [2006]: 83). Research on mirror neurons suggests that oscillating neurons coordinate the 

interactive dance of neural and bodily dynamics that occurs between persons in conversation. 

Thus, two or more individuals who are participating in interactional synchrony give rise to 

resonance patterns that are inter-individual in character. These can vary in duration and 

intensity. The flow of energy between the body-brain systems of the two (or more) 

individuals means that novel patterns arise as the two agents co-regulate each other. 

Researchers in this area have used terms such as “affective attunement” or “intersubjective 

awareness” to explain the co-regulation of feeling, affect, perception, action and cognition 

that takes place when inter-individual synchronization occurs.  Moreover, mirror neurons 

explain the ability to connect observation and behaviour in ways that indicate that the other 
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persons with whom one interacts are “represented” in one’s patterns of neuronal activity (Hart 

2008 [2006]: 90).  

In the present account, I would argue that we do not so much ‘empathise’ with others in the 

way that Hart and others have suggested; we become entangled with each other’s neural, 

affective, and bodily dynamics. The notion of ‘empathy’ continues to promote an 

individualistic model in which one freestanding person empathises with another, as shown in 

the usual discussion of the theory of mirror neurons. In this theory, other persons’ feelings, 

intentions, and states of mind are said to be re-created in the neural activity of the observer 

through processes called mirroring (Hart 2008 [2006]: 91). Hart (2008 [2006]: 92) cites a 

study by Ekman (2003) who conducted experiments on mood changes in relation to the 

activation of certain facial muscles. This research shows that if “someone contracts the same 

facial muscles as the other person, he or she senses the other’s emotion” (Hart 2008 [2006]: 

92). Hart points out that this is not imitation. Instead, empathetic attunement is achieved on 

the basis of external gestures, vocalizations, and body movements that activate the mirror 

neuron circuits in the observer such that the observer can sense another’s feelings, moods, 

intentions, and so on. Infants thus learn to integrate the other’s feelings, moods and states of 

mind through the observation and perception of the other’s gestures, facial expressions, and 

vocalizations in order to achieve affective and other forms of attunement 

One problem with this view – for example, that other persons are “represented” in patterns of 

neuronal activity – is that it does not account for the ways in which interpretation of each 

other arises as agents perceive, feel and engage with each other’s feelings and neural and 

body dynamics in real-time. Moreover, as stated above, the emphasis remains on individuals 

who attune to, empathise with, and represent each other. Individuals are still assumed to be 

separately existing localized entities that are externally related to each other by space and 

time. I would rather say that, ontologically speaking, individual persons are not definable 

independently of the nexus of relations and dynamical fields in which they are entangled with 

others, neurally and bodily. To use a Heiddergerian turn of phrase, we are with each other in 

our Mitwelt (Stuart and Thibault Forthcoming). In particular, for the purposes of this paper, 

agents are entangled in dialogically coordinated social events and communities that are 

controlled by the brains and bodies of the diverse participants in those events.  Such events 

are not controlled by rules that govern the sequential unfolding of interaction, seen as a series 

of moves or turns of the kind that are typically featured in discourse-analytical and 

conversation-analytical approaches to talk (Hodges 2009; Thibault 2008, 2011). These 

analytical constructs cannot capture the very small temporal scales of the bodily dynamics 

that are important here. Persons in interaction actively engage with the other’s feelings at the 

same time that the actions (e.g. vocal dynamics, facial expressions, gestures) of the other 

prompt us to act and to feel in ways that alter the ‘feeling of what happens’ (Damasio 1999, 

2005) between and within persons. 

Dialogically coordinated social events make use of pico-scale bodily dynamics that connect 

people in ways that we interpret as meaningful. Rather than viewing the relationship between 

self and other as an opposition between subject and object, as in the Cartesian tradition, I 
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would invoke Heidegger’s concept of Dasein. In Heidegger’s conception, the crucial feature 

of Dasein is it’s being with the world, being involved with it, being concerned for its world. 

In agreement with Heidegger, Stuart and Thibault (Forthcoming) argue that the enkinaesthetic 

enfoldings of agents with their worlds constitute the primordial pre-conceptual 

understandings that are the very “thrownness” – the term is Heidegger’s -- of agents in terms 

of which all understanding and interpretation between agents and their worlds are created. It 

is the primordial way of encountering and experiencing the world of new-born infants that 

enables then to find their way in and with the world, as evidenced in the earliest forms of 

enkinaesthetic enfolding between parents and new-born infants.  

Pico-scale events are bodily dynamics that typically occur on time-scales in the order of 

fractions of seconds to milliseconds. They are real patterns of inter-individual behaviour 

though they are not representational patterns: on the time and space scales of human 

interaction, they enable agents to keep track of both others’ and the agent’s own concernful 

engagements with aspects of their worlds. The fact that both pre-linguistic babies and some 

other species are able to track aspects of selves and others on the basis of such patterns shows 

that they are not linguistic patterns in the sense that ‘language’ is usually understood though, 

as I argue in this paper, they are dynamical patterns that are absolutely fundamental to the 

workings of first-order languaging. For instance, we humans use words like “embarrassment”, 

“anger”, “desire”, and so on, as second-order (linguistic) descriptors to index aspects of these 

patterns which we take to be cognitively, affectively, and interpretatively salient at the 

community level.  

On both the phylogenetic and ontogenetic time scales, such linguistic descriptors are second-

order patterns with respect to the first-order patterns of the pico-scale dynamics for contingent 

historical reasons. On the scale of real-time interaction between persons, patterns on the scale 

of the pico-scale dynamics are first-order in the sense that they are not representational with 

respect to any other level. They are, however, real patterns that people respond to, interpret 

and talk about even though they are, for many people, often much harder to talk about than 

second-order (linguistic) patterns though this does not mean that they cannot talk about them. 

What is perhaps most significant is that our concernful enactment of and engagement with 

these (first-order) dynamical patterns, in enabling persons to move each other and to be 

moved by others, prompts or gives rise to interpretation. For example, in saying that we feel 

the anger in someone’s voice, or that someone spoke in a friendly voice, and so on, we are 

responding to some aspects of a real inter-individual pico-scale pattern and attributing it to the 

properties of individuals (e.g. properties of self and/or other in some interactive encounter). 

According to the metaphysic lurking in the ontological shadows of this account, we are 

treating some aspects of the real patterns so identified as properties of individual agents (e.g. 

‘Harry is angry’; ‘I feel sad’). Following Dennett (1991) and Ladyman and Ross (2007: 243), 

I would further argue that insofar as and to the extent that these second-order descriptors 

correctly approximate real patterns we can say that the descriptors endorse a standard 

metaphysics of individuals as real entities while at the same time failing to correctly account 

for the ontological status of the real patterns. In other words, individual agents in this 
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metaphysic are “locators” – the term is from Ladyman and Ross (2007: 243) – for aspects of 

interactional patterns that we use to keep track of always changing inter-individual 

interactional dynamics that cannot be correctly correlated with individual behaviours or 

perspectives per se owing to a history of entanglements between the temporal trajectories of 

selves-in-interaction (Thibault 2004a, 2004b). This shift in perspective requires an ontology 

of enfolding or entanglement (Stuart and Thibault Forthcoming). Persons are not skin-bound 

discrete locators occupying different localized regions of time and space. They are instead 

temporally unfolding trajectories in a field of mutually overlapping and enfolded affective and 

other dynamical patterns of reciprocal engagement between trajectories-in-time.  

Oscillatory neuronal networks (Sections 3, 6, 14) also imply nonlinear time: simultaneity of 

oscillations, rather than one event preceding another and hence ‘causing’ it. Many open 

questions can be raised at this point: How do human interactants perceive and chunk the 

perceived body dynamics of self and other? These processes depend on time and timing. How 

are brain-constructed time and external time different from the points of view of different 

persons? What are the implications of this for the ways in which humans interact and become 

‘entangled’ with one another’s neural and bodily dynamics? How do the (different or 

convergent?) ways of constructing past experience of persons impinge upon the ways in 

which co-synchronous brains in interaction co-construct experience? How do the complex, 

multilevel circular processes of causation involved in the co-constructed dynamics of two (or 

more) brains in reciprocal interaction modify and complicate our understandings of the 

oscillatory and modulatory dynamics of brains in real-life biological agents interacting with 

each other and with aspects of their worlds? 

Stuart and Thibault (Forthcoming) propose the neologism ‘enkinaesthetic’ because 

trajectories of agents, unlike “chunks of Cartesian space”, can, to varying degrees of felt 

intensity and duration, ‘occupy’ the same temporal-spatial-energic-semantic field. In this, we 

are at one with the concept of eidetic field that has been put forward by biologist, Anton 

Markoš (2002: 69): 

Understanding, orientation, discovering new possibilities is knowledge gained by 

interpretation –that is, a genuine hermeneutic feat. Eidetic biology understands life 

processes precisely in these terms. It views living beings as eidetic spaces or semantic 

fields of formative causation. Like knowledge and learning, development and evolution 

are based on the interpretation of the embodied living experience stored as eidos, that is, 

as a specific formative strategic way of formation –information, interpreted by imitation 

within the current context. 

At first glance, such an approach to living beings as mindlike existences might seem to 

be in sharp contrast to the traditional view, according to which the bodily existence is 

reducible to a particular composition of material parts filling the inert geometrical 

space. For eidetic biology, the elements of life are elements of meaning rather than 

chunks of Cartesian space: a mechanism is merely a projection of eidos into a 

geometrical space.  But any mechanism is by definition an eidos (purpose, strategy, 

instruction) implemented in a special way of mechanistic causation (as an abacus is an 
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implementation of numbers into strings of beads). To make use of a device –mechanical 

or not—means to understand it. 

(Markoš 2002: 69) 

Rather than “chunks of Cartesian space” that send coded messages to each other across the 

empty space that separates the respective chunks, persons are living, moving, and feeling 

beings who inhabit a dynamical field of energies, relations, reciprocities, meanings, and 

interpretations. It is through meaning and interpretation that they relate to and connect to their 

worlds through being enfolded with the neural, affective, and bodily dynamics of each other 

in a community of reciprocal enfoldings between agents and between agents and objects. 

Living beings are coherent systems that are “synchronized through many levels of 

organization” (Markoš 2002: 105) from the most microscopic to the most macroscopic. The 

essence, if you like, of whole-body-sense-making lies in the way in which meaning-making is 

not localized at particular articulators such as the vocal tract, but involves, on the intra-

individual level identified by Condon and Ogston (1966), many different size scales from the 

molecular to the whole organism. The travelling wave of a phonetic gesture unifies feeling, 

perception and action in the whole organism such that response time is immediate (Hollis, 

Kloos and Van Orden 2009: 213); feeling, perception and action occur on such rapid 

timescales extending to the most primordial layers of core consciousness (Section 11) that 

there can be no time for information processing or encoding/decoding. The fractal coupling of 

travelling waves at all levels of the organism (Davia 2006) suggests that organisms are 

coherent systems at all levels of organization in ways that allow for and are characterized by 

“high-efficiency energy transfers with minimum loss.” (Markoš 2002: 105). Markoš discusses 

the work of another biologist, Mae-wan Ho (1993, 1994), in order to shed light on the 

coherence, synchronization and nonlocal nature of the organization of living beings as “self-

structuring fields” (Markoš 2002: 104) across all scalar levels of their organization in contrast 

to the chemical kinetics of nonliving systems. To quote Ho: 

Intercommunication can proceed so rapidly through the liquid crystalline continuum of 

the organism that in the limit of the coherence time and coherence volume of energy 

storage—the time and volume respectively over which the energy remains coherent—

intercommunication is instantaneous and nonlocal. There is no time-separation within 

the coherence volume, just as there is no space-separation within the coherence time. 

Because the organism stores coherent energy over all space-times, it has a full range of 

coherent space-times, which are furthermore, all coupled together. (p. 93) 

(Ho 1988: 93; quoted in Markoš 2002: 106) 

The coherence in living beings is, as Ho (1988, quoted in Markoš) and Markoš (2002: 106) 

argue, quantum in nature. Living organisms are accordingly interpreted as “highly coherent 

systems interconnected through many orders of space (10
-10

 to 10
1
m) and time (10

-14
 to 10

7
 

s)” (Markoš 2002: 106). According to Ho: 
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One comes to the startling conclusion that the coherent organism is a macroscopic 

quantum object. It has a macroscopic wavefunction that is always evolving, always 

changing as it entangles its environment. This wavefunction is the unique, significant 

form of the organism.  

(Chang et al 1998: 94; quoted in Markoš 2002: 106) 

Sense-making is a macroscopic energic-semantic wave function of the whole living being –- 

i.e. across all scales of its being --in concert with that being’s world. Whole body-sense-

making involves the quantum coherence of the entire organism. Whole body-sense-making 

cannot be localized as the outputs or inputs of particular performatory or receptive systems of 

the body such as, for example, the vocal tract and the sense receptors. The idea of 

entanglement, mentioned above, suggests that individuals become entangled with each other 

at the organismic level on the basis of their “macroscopic wave function that is always 

evolving, always changing as it entangles its environment” Chang et al 1998: 94; quoted in 

Markoš 2002: 106). The wave function of living beings is a dynamical temporal pattern or 

“kinetic melody” (Luria 1973: 32, 36; Stuart and Thibault Forthcoming) of bodily action and 

feeling that is the “unique signature” of the individual. Ho (1988) and Chang et al (1998) thus 

interpret organisms as macroscopic quantum objects.  

Ho therefore postulates that the coherence of living beings is quantum in nature (Markoš 

2002: 106). This means that the characteristics of quantum physics are not confined to the 

microscopic domain; they are coupled to the macroscopic world, meaning that quantum 

effects also pervade the macroscopic domain, as Ho’s postulate concerning the quantum 

nature of living beings suggests. There can be no return to the notion that living beings are 

just “chunks of Cartesian space” that can be defined in terms of the ever smaller components 

out of which they are composed, as in the classical model. All organizational scales of living 

beings are implicated in whole body-sense-making. Whole-body-sense-making is a projection 

of the quantum coherence of the whole living being in concert with its world. 

The earlier findings of Ho resonate well with those of Davia, discussed above (Section 13). 

The essentially instantaneous and nonlocal character of the intercommunication across all 

fractal levels of the organism’s quantum coherence means that the whole organism is an 

excitable medium of coherent space-times on different fractal levels, all of which are fully 

coupled. Language activity is whole-body-sense-making. It is truly immediate and works over 

the whole range of the wavelengths of the body’s quantum coherence to yield a global, 

nonlocal bodily response as agents catalyze their worlds in and through their dialogically 

coordinated languaging behaviour. 
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